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LIST OF EXHIBITS (docket # 40016-2012 - James W. Clark) - i 
Volume 3: 
34. Holy Rosary Medical Center (6/22/89; 7124189; 7/25/89; 7/27/89; 8/7/89; 
8128/89; 8/30/89; 7/9/96; 8/15/96; 1/5/97; 12/9/03; 1113/06; 8/4/06; 9/6/06; 
2/6/07; 8/7107; 216/08; 2/19/08; 2/27/08; 10/01109. 
35. Claimant's Arrest History 
36. Claimant's Sex Offender Registry Information 
37. Sub Rosa Investigative Report and DVD 
38. SAIF Worker's Compensation Claim Records 
Volume 4: 
39. Idaho Department of Correction 
a. Medical History & Screening (3112/97 - 3114/97; 10131/00) 
b. Inmate Medical Information form (11123/00 - 12/30/02) 
c. Offender Medical Status Report (3/24/97 - 6/21101) 
d. Physician's Orders (3117197 - ] 016/03) 
e. Interdisciplinary Progress Notes (8113/97 - 10/6/03) 
f. Outpatient Treatment Records (3/17/97 - 1125/020 
g. Report of Physical Examination (3114/97 - 10/31100) 
h. Medical Request Form (4/2/97 - 8110198; 18118/02 [sic]) 
1. Disciplinary Segregation Medical Documentation (11111/98 - 7/2/01; 
7/21!?; 7/24!? - 7/27!?; 9112!? - 9/27/?) 
J. Health Services Request Co-Pay Form (11/9/00 - lO/2/03) 
k. Medical Request Disposition/Response (11/9/01; 4115/02; 5/27/03) 
1. Transfer/Receiving Medical Screening Forms (4/1/97; 8/6/97; 2/4/03) 
m. Ophthalmic Record (10/24/02) 
n. Radiology Group (10/27/97; 1/30/02) 
o. St. AI's Outpatient Physician Order-Diagnostic Testing (10/22/02; 
11/4/02) 
p. Lab Reports (3/14/97 - 7/31/02) 
q. Medication Administration Records (3/24/97 - 9111103) 
r. Medication Consent Form (8/6/01; 9/20/01) 
s. Release of Responsibility (12111/01) 
1. Receipt for Medical Product (1211 7/02) 
u. Information Report re Back Injury (5/11/97) 
v. NICI Medical Lay-In (7/15/97 - 7/16197) 
w. Intake Mental Health Screening 
x. Referral to Mental Health (11/8/00 - ?) 
y. Psychiatric Evaluation (1/2/98 & 9/8/03) 
z. Psychotropic Medication Report (7/31101; 12/4/01) 
aa. Immunizations (3/12/97 - 11118/02) 
bb. Problem List (7/98 - 7/23/02) 
cc. Medical Diet Authorization (11116/98 - 4/18/02) 
dd. Inmate Information Sheet (4/1/97) 
ee. Inmate Concern (3/18/97 - 7/31/98) 
ff. Account History Report 
gg. Acute Self-Limiting Problems (4/3/97; 7116/97) 
hh. Offender Track (11115/95011113/98) 
ii. Intrasystem Transfer Form (11115/00 - 2/4/03) 
jj. Referral Tracking Record (11111197) 











































kk. Inmate food ce Worker Clearance (11117/00) 
11. Social Security Disability Request for Infom1ation (6/23/03) 
mm. Population Information Sheet (10/31100; 11117/00; 1115/03) 
nn. Jan O. Dahlin, M.D. Records (7/15/96 - 8/15/96) 
00. Valley Family Health Care (11/19/98 - 8/27/99) 
40. February 15,2007, Arugus Observer Article 
Additional Documents: 
Depositions: 
1. Deposition of James W. Clark taken October 18, 2010 
2. Deposition of Larry Robb taken November 15,2010 
3. Deposition of Jewel Owen taken December 9, 2010 
4. Deposition of Robert Hansen, M.D. taken December 17, 2010 
5. Deposition of Craig \"1. Beaver, Ph.D. taken February 24,2011 
6. Deposition of Douglas N. Crum, C.D.M.S. taken February 24,2011 
7. Deposition of Richard W. Wilson, M.D. taken March 2,2011 
Briefs: 
8. Claimant's Post-Hearing Brief, filed March 31, 2011 
9. Claimant's Amended Brief, filed April 1, 2011 
10. Defendant's Post hearing Brief, filed May 13,2011 
11. Claimant's Brief, (11 pages and 25 pages) filed May 27,2011 
12. Claimant's Responsive Post-Hearing Brief, filed May 31, 2011 
13. Claimant's Brief, filed May 31, 2011 
14. Correspondence from June 30, 2008 through May 2, 2012: 
• Letter to James Clark from lIC, dated July 9, 2008 
• Copy ofletter to James Clark from State Insurance Fund, dated July 15, 2008 
• Copy of Letter to James Clark from State Insurance Fund, dated July 28,2008 
• Letter to lIC from Alan K. Hull, dated August 6, 2008 
• Letter to lIC from Alan Hull, dated August 15, 2008 
• Letter to lIC from Alan Hull, dated August 15,2008 
• Letter to James W. Clark from lIC, dated August 19,2008 
• Letter to lIC from Rachael M. O'Bar, dated September 10,2008 
• Letter to lIC from Rachael M. O'Bar, dated September 24,2008 
• Letter to lIC from Rachael M. O'Bar, dated October 20,2008 






• Fax cover letter to lIC with unsigned Response to Claimant's Request for Mediation, 
dated December 29, 2008 
• Letter to lIC from Rachael M. O'Bar, dated January 6, 2009 
• Letter to lIC from Rachael M. O'Bar, dated January 6,2009 
• Copy ofletter to James Clark from Rachael M. O'Bar, dated January 21,2009 
It Copy of letter to James Clark from Rachael M. O'Bar, w/enclosures, dated January 23, 
2009 
It Copy ofletter to James Clark from Rachael M. O'Bar, dated January 27,2009 
• Copy ofletter to James Clark from Alan Hull, dated February 4,2009 
LIST OF EXHIBITS (docket # 40016-2012 - James W. Clark) - iii 
• Letter to lIC from M. O'Bar, dated February 11,2 
• Letter to lIC from Rachael M. O'Bar, dated February 13, 2009 
• Letter to lIC from Rachael M. O'Bar, dated February 25,2009 
• Letter to lIC from Rachael M. O'Bar for Alan K. Hull, dated February 27, 2009 
• Letter to IIC from Rachael M. O'Bar for Alan K. Hull, dated February 27, 2009 
• Letter to IIC from Alan K. Hull, dated March 3, 2009 
.. Letter to James W. Clark from Referee Donohue, dated May 1, 2009 
• Letter to IIC from Alan K. Hull, dated May 7, 2009 
It Letter to IIC from Alan K. Hull, dated June 10, 2009 
.. Letter to Referee Donohue from Rachael M. O'Bar for Alan K. Hull, dated August 25, 
2009 
.. Letter to IIC from Rachael M. O'Bar for Alan K. Hull, dated August 26,2009 
• Letter to lIC from Rachael M. O'Bar, dated August 28,2009 
• Letter to James Clark from Counsel for Defendants, dated August 28, 2009 
• Letter to lIC from Alan K. Hull, dated November 13, 2009 
• Letter to lIC from Rachael M. O'Bar, dated January 8, 2010 
• Letter to IIC from Lynn M. Luker, dated January 7,2010 
• Letter to lIC from Lynn M. Luker, dated February 9, 2010 
• Letter to lIC from Rachael M. O'Bar, dated March 3, 2010 
• Letter to lIC from Lynn M. Luker, dated March 13,2010 
• Letter to lIC from Lynn M. Luker, dated June 172010 
• Letter to lIC from Rachael M. O'Bar, dated June 25,2010 
• Letter to lIC from Rachael M. O'Bar, dated August 12, 2010 
• Letter to lIC from Rachael M. O'Bar, dated August 26, 2010 
• Letter to lIC from Alan K. Hull, dated October 6,2010 
• Letter to lIC from Alan K. Hull, dated October 7, 2010 
• Letter to lIC from Lynn M. Luker, dated October 11, 2010 
• Letter to Commissioners Maynard, Limbaugh and Baskin from Rachael M. O'Bar, dated 
November 4,2010 
• Letter to lIC from Rachael M. O'Bar, dated November 5,2010 
• Letter to lIC from Lynn M. Luker, dated November 5, 2010 
• Letter to IIC from Rachael M. O'Bar, dated November 8, 2010 
• Letter to lIC from Rachael M. O'Bar, dated November 9,2010 
• Letter to lIC from Rachael M. O'Bar, dated November 9,2010 
• Letter to IIC from Rachael M. O'Bar, dated November 12,2010 
• Letter to lIC from Rachael M. O'Bar, dated November 12,2010 
• Letter to lIC from Rachael M. O'Bar, dated November 16,2010 
• Letter to lIC from Rachael M. O'Bar, dated November 16,2010 
• Letter to lIC from Rachael M. O'Bar, dated November 16,2010 
• Letter to lIC from Rachael M. O'Bar, dated November 17,2010 
• Letter to lIC from Alan K. Hull, dated November 22, 2010 
• Letter to lIC from Lynn M. Luker, filed November 23,2010 
• Letter to lIC from Rachael M. O'Bar, dated November 30, 2010 
• Faxed letter to lIC from Rachael M. O'Bar, dated December 7, 2010 
• Letter to lIC from Rachael M. O'Bar, dated December 8,2010 
• Letter to lIC from Rachael M. O'Bar, dated December 13, 2010 
• Letter to lIC from Rachael M. O'Bar, dated December 14,2010 
LIST OF EXHIBITS (docket # 40016-2012 - James \V. Clark) - iv 
., Letter to lIC from M. Luker, dated December 15,201 
• Letter to lIC from Lynn M. Luker, dated December 20,2010 
.. Letter to lIC from Rachael M. O'Bar, dated December 21,2010 
., Letter to HC from Lynn M. Luker, dated December 23,2010 
• Letter to HC from Rachael M. O'Bar, dated January 11,2011 
., Letter to lIC from Rachael M. O'Bar, dated January 11,2011 
• Letter to lIC from Rachael M. O'Bar, dated January 11,2011 
• Letter to lIC from Rachael M. O'Bar, dated January 18,2011 
• Letter to lIC from Rachael M. O'Bar, dated January 28,2011 
• Letter to HC from Rachael M. O'Bar, dated February 7, 2011 
• Letter to lIC from Rachael M. O'Bar, dated February 23,2011 
• Letter to lIC from Rachael M. O'Bar, dated March 8,2011 
., Copy of letter to James Clark from Rachael M. O'Bar, dated March 21, 2011 
• Letter to lIC from Rachael M. O'Bar, dated May 6, 2011 
• Letter to lIC from Rachael M. O'Bar, dated May 13, 2011 
• Letter to lIC from Rachael M. O'Bar, dated June 7, 2011 
• Letter to lIC from Rachael M. O'Bar, dated January 31,2012 
• . Letter to lIC from Rachael M. O'Bar, dated January 31, 2012 
., Letter to Referee from Rachael M. O'Bar, dated February 2,2012 
• Copy of Letter to James Clark from Rachael M. O'Bar, dated March 8, 2012 
III Letter to lIC from Luker to lIC, dated May 8,2012 
., Letter to lIC from Rachael M. O'Bar, dated May 23,2012 
III Letter to lIC from Luker to lIC, dated June 7, 2012 
., Letter to lIC from Rachael M. O'Bar, dated June 13,2012 
Other: 
15. Exhibits to Claimant's 9th Continuation of Documents and Things, dated and filed 





Continuation of medical records for consideration on claimant's claim of April 17,2008, 
dated and filed March 29,2011, (found at page 1041 of the Agency's Record). 
Claimant's Requests for Additional Documents No.3, 4 and 5 in Notice of Appeal: The 
Industrial Commission has no knowledge of what release forms and letters were used to 
obtain particular medical records. Therefore, it is unknown whether this information is 
included in the Agency's Record. 
Claimant's Request for Additional Documents No.6 in the Notice of Appeal: There is no 
such Complaint in the Agency's Record. Original Complaint was filed July 2, 2008, and 
is found on page 1 of the Agency's record. 
Claimant's Request for Additional Documents No. 8 in the Notice of Appeal: 
Information regarding Dr. Steinberg is located in Joint Exhibit 4. 
LIST OF EXHIBITS (docket # 40016-2012 - James \V. Clark) - v 
ANDERSON, JULIAN & HULL LLP 
C. W. Moore Plaza 
250 South 5 th Street, Suite 700 
P. O. Box 7426 
Boise,lD 83707-7426 
Telephone: (208) 344-5800 
Facsimile: (208) 344-5510 
Alan K. Hull - ISB No.: 1568 
Rachael M. O'Bar - ISB No.: 5823 
Attorneys for Defendants 
BEFORE THE INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION OF THE STATE OF IDAHO 
JAMES W. CLARK, 
Claimant, I.C. No. 08-013505 
vs. OBJECTION TO SUBPOENA 
CRY BABY FOODS, LLC, 
Employer, 
and 
IDAHO STATE INSURANCE FUND, 
Surety, 
Defendants. 
COMES NOW Defendants in the above-entitled matter, and hereby object to 
Claimant's request to the issuance of subpoenas as requested in Claimant's Documents 
filed March 2, 2009. Specifically, Defendants object to Claimant's request to subpoena 
Defense counsel, Rachael O'8ar; on the grounds and basis that the foregoing is not a 
proper witness that may be subpoenaed in this claim; and Defendants object to the 
OBJECTION TO SUBPOENA - 1 
/ 
subpoena of Carol Garland, a former Claims Adjustor of the Idaho State Insurance 
Fund, and Sandy Basket, Claimant's former ICRD Consultant. 
SUMMARY OF FACTS 
Claimant suffered a right forearm crush injury on April 17, 2008, in the 
course and scope of his employment at Cry Baby Foods. Claimant was evaluated 
at the St. Alphonsus Emergency Room by Dr. Dominick Gross, orthopedic hand 
surgeon. Claimant's medical care was followed by Dr. Gross through May of 
2008. On May 29, 2008, Dr. Gross responded to an inquiry by the Industrial 
Commission Rehabilitation Division (ICRD) Consultant Sandy Baskett, wherein the 
doctor approved a job site evaluation for a line worker position and indicated that 
Claimant could return to the modified/light duty work made available by the policyholder. 
TTD benefits were terminated effective June 5, 2008, pursuant to Employer's offer of 
modified light duty work and Dr. Gross's release. Claimant returned to work on June 5, 
2008, for 5.25 hours, and on June 7, 2008, he terminated his employment. Also on 
June 5, 2008, Dr. Gross notified the surety's claims adjustor that although he approved 
Claimant's return to light duty work with no use of the right arm effective May 9, 2008, 
Claimant's care had been transferred to Dr. Hansen. 
Claimant was first evaluated by Dr. Hansen on May 30, 2008. As reflected in Dr. 
Hansen's June 13, 2008, chart note, and his July 7,2008, response to an inquiry by the 
surety, Dr. Hansen indicated that Claimant was disabled due to his work-related injuries 
and associated psychological issues from the date of the accident through the date of 
the response. On July 9, 2008, The Industrial Commission served a copy of 
Claimant's Workers' Compensation Complaint upon Defendants Cry Baby Foods, 
OBJECTION TO SUBPOENA - 2 
qq 
LLC and Idaho State Insurance Fund ("Defendants"). Therein, Claimant alleged he 
was entitled to time loss benefits (TTDs) for the time period June 5, 2008, through 
June 12, 2008, during which period benefits had been terminated pursuant to the 
work release by Dr. Gross. Time loss benefits were reinstated effective June 13, 
2008, following receipt by the surety of Dr. Hansen's treatment records. 
Thereafter, TTD benefits in the amount of $317.83 were paid by State Insurance 
Fund to Claimant for the time period June 5, 2008, through June 12, 2008, 
pursuant to Claimant's work release by Dr. Hansen. 
Claimant is not medically stable following outpatient surgery by Dr. Hansen 
on February 1 9, 2009, and he continues to receive medical and TTD benefits 
during his recovery. The only issues before the Commission are reflected in the 
Commission's NOTICE OF HEARING dated January 13, 2009: Whether and to what 
extent Claimant is entitled to additional medical benefits and travel reimbursement. 
Based upon the foregoing, Defendants respectfully submit that Claimant's request 
for subpoenas for Defense counsel Rachael O'Bar, Surety witness Carol Garland, 
and ICRD Consultant Sandy Baskett are unreasonable, oppressive, and improper, 
and therefore should not be issued. 
ARGUMENT AND AUTHORITY 
A. The Only Issues Properly Before the Industrial Commission are 
Claimant's Entitlement to Medical Treatment and Reimbursement for Travel. 
It is unclear from Claimant's numerous filings exactly what issues the 
Claimant believes will be addressed at the hearing on March 13, 2009. Defendants 
OBJECTION TO SUBPOENA - 3 
lU,l) 
respectfully submit that the only issues properly before the Commission are 
reflected in the Commission's NOTICE OF HEARING dated January 13, 2009: Whether 
and to what extent Claimant is entitled to additional medical care and travel 
reimbursement. As such, Claimant's request for subpoenas for Surety witness 
Carol Garland and ICRD witness Carl Garland is improper as they are not witnesses 
as to any issue before the Commission at this time. Furthermore, the subpoena of 
Defense Counsel is inappropriate. Accordingly, and for the reasons discussed 
herein, the requested subpoenas should not be issued. 
B. Counsel For Defendants Is Not A Proper Witnesses. 
The Commission's subpoena powers are granted by Idaho Code § 72-709, which 
does not allow parties to subpoena just anyone, but only provides that U[t]he 
commission ... shall have the power to subpoena witnesses .... " I.C. § 72-709(1) 
(emphasis added). Rule 9 of the Judicial Rules of Practice and Procedure recognizes 
this limitation by only permitting the subpoena of witnesses, and not other persons. See 
J.R.P. 9. Rule 9 also indicates that "[s]ervice of subpoenas shall be accomplished in 
the manner provided by law for the service of subpoenas in civil proceedings in the 
district courts of this state." Id. The issuance of subpoenas as to civil proceedings is 
governed by Rule 45 of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure. Rule 45 indicates that a 
subpoena would be improper if it is "unreasonable, oppressive, fails to allow time for 
compliance, requires disclosure of privileged or other protected matter and no exception 
or waiver applies, or subjects a person to undue burden." I.R.C.P. 4S(d). 
In this case, the subpoena of legal counsel is blatantly inappropriate. Legal 
counsel is not a witness to this matter and unable to testify as to issues before the 
OBJECTION TO SUBPOENA - 4 
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Commission. Defense counsel's only knowledge of the issues is what she has learned 
either from her client (which information is privileged) or from the records that are 
already before the Commission. Even if Defense counsel had knowledge of witness 
statements, it is inappropriate to have counsel serve as a witness. Hickman v. Taylor, 
329 U.S. 495, 512-13 (1947). In any event, the Rules of Professional Conduct, 
promulgated by the Idaho Supreme Court and Idaho State Bar, prohibit her from serving 
as a witness. See Rule of Professional Conduct 3.7. In short, I.R.C.P. 45(d) would 
prohibit the issuance of a subpoena, or require that one be quashed. 
The Claimant's remaining requests for subpoenas should likewise be refused. 
Ms. Garland is no longer employed by State Insurance Fund, and Claimant declined 
further vocational assistance by Ms. Baskett. Accordingly, these persons are not 
witnesses as to the medical and travel reimbursement issues before the Commission. 
B. Carol Garland And Sandy Baskett Are Not Witnesses to Any Issues 
Properly Before The Commission. 
Throughout this claim, Claimant has made numerous allegations regarding 
the Surety's handling of his claim. However, all medical bills have been paid or are 
being processed for payment, and Claimant has received TTD benefits since the 
date-of-injury. Accordingly, there is no basis for Claimant to call the former Surety 
adjustor or the ICRD consultant as witnesses at the hearing on March 13, 2009. 
Claimant's original Complaint alleges entitlement to TTD benefits for the time 
period June 5, 2008, through June 12, 2008, when he was released to work by 
Dr. Gross. At that time, Carol Garland was the claims adjustor assigned to the 
OBJECTION TO SUBPOENA - 5 
claim. Claimant requested a hearing on the TTD issue, but no hearing was 
scheduled as TTD benefits were paid for the subject time period. 
The TTD issue was raised again by the Claimant by letter dated January 17, 
2009, wherein he informed the Commission of several facts, which presumably he 
intends to address at the March 13, 2009, hearing. Claimant's "Fact 1 ff alludes to 
the Job Site Evaluation signed by Dr. Gross and a release to return to work on May 
29, 2008. As previously noted by Defendants, neither Carol Garland of State 
Insurance Fund nor Claimant's Employer contacted Dr. Gross to obtain a work 
release, but rather the Industrial Commission Rehabilitation Division Consultant 
Sandy Baskett forwarded a standard inquiry to Dr. Gross for his opinions. Although 
Dr. Gross provided the work release and TTDs were suspended pursuant to that 
release from June 5, 2008, through June 12, 2008, Dr. Hansen rescinded the 
work release and TTD benefits were reinstated, and TTD benefits were paid to 
Claimant for the subject time period. Thereafter, Claimant apparently became 
dissatisfied with the recommendations by Ms. Baskett, and in November of 2008, 
his claim was placed on inactive/interrupted status and a new Consultant will be 
assigned once Claimant is medically stable. Ms. Baskett has had no other contact 
with Claimant's treating physicians and cannot testify regarding Claimant's 
entitlement to medical treatment or travel reimbursement. 
As Claimant has not returned to work and he continues to receive TTD 
benefits, there simply are no issues before the Commission with respect to Dr. 
Gross' release, the ICRD's involvement in obtaining the work release, or the 
OBJECTION TO SUBPOENA - 6 
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Surety's failure to pay TTD benefits. Accordingly, any testimony regarding the 
TTD issue is moot. 
Also in Claimant's letter dated January 17, 2009, Claimant's "Fact 2/1 and 
"Fact 3/1 make certain allegations regarding State Insurance Fund's and/or Jewel 
Owen's receipt of medical records from the Idaho Department of Correction and 
SAIF Corporation out of Salem Oregon. The issue of Claimant's medical condition 
is properly before this Commission, and Defendants are entitled to independently 
investigate Claimant's medical history, as well as his medical treatment in 
connection with his industrial injuries. However, Defendants assert that Claimant's 
objections to Defendants' access to medical records are without merit. Defendants 
assert that they have complied with applicable laws in obtaining medical records in 
connection with this claim, as HIPAA does not apply to worker's compensation. 
Pursuant to the Commission's Order, Defendants have provided to Claimant copies 
of all medical records and documents that they were able to obtain in this claim, 
with the exception of the SAIF records which were returned to SAIF and all archive 
copies destroyed. Accordingly, any issue with respect to the medical records is 
moot, and not properly before the Commission. 
With respect to Claimant's request for a subpoena for State Insurance Fund 
witness Jewel Owen, Ms. Owen will testify without the necessity of a subpoena. 
However, Defendants maintain that her testimony should be permitted via 
telephone due to her personal safety concerns. 
OBJECTION TO SUBPOENA - 7 
C. Defendants' Motion to Allow Defendant Surety' s Testimony Via 
Telephone is Reasonable and Appropriate In This Claim. 
As discussed in Defendants' Motion to Allow Testimony Via Telephone, filed 
February 27, 2009, Defendant Surety witness Jewel Owen has reasonable 
personal concerns about testifying in person at the hearing. Due to the atmosphere 
created by Claimant, and based upon Claimant's irrational and unpredictable 
conduct throughout this claim, Ms. Owen's concerns for her personal safety extend 
beyond the confines of the hearing room. Ms. Owen will have a complete copy of 
all hearing exhibits submitted to the Commission, and therefore Claimant's 
concerns regarding Ms. Owen's ability to refer to a particular document or exhibit 
are unfounded. 
CONCLUSION. 
Although the Claimant has requested subpoenas for Defense counsel and the 
Ms. Garland, and Industrial Commission Consultant Sandy Baskett, such subpoenas 
should not be issued because they are "unreasonable, oppressive, ... require[ ] 
disclosure of privileged or other protected matter and no exception or waiver applies, 
[and1 subjects [the persons] to undue burden." I.R.C.P. 4S(d). Defendants respectfully 
request that the Commission refuse to issue the requested subpoenas. 
DATED this ___ day of March, 2009. 
OBJECTION TO SUBPOENA - 8 




Attorneys for Defendants 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
HEREBY CERTIFY that on this day of March, 2009, I served a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing OBJECTION TO SUBPOENA by delivering the same to 
each of the following, by the method indicated below, addressed as follows: 
James W. Clark 
10402 Rail Road Lane 
Payette, Idaho 83661 
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BEFORE THE INDUSTRIAL COl\1MISSION OF THE STATE OF IDAHO 
JAMES W. CLARK, ) 
) 
Claimant, ) IC 2008-013505 
v. ) 
) 
CRY BABY FOODS, LLC, ) AMENDED NOTICE OF 
) TELEPHONE CONFERENCE 
Employer, ) 
FI LE 0 and ) 
) 
IDAHO STATE INSIJRANCE FUJ\'D, ) MAR - 3 2009 
) INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION 
Surety, ) 
Defendants. ) 
AMENDED NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that a telephone conference will be held in 
the above-entitled matter on MARCH 4, 2009, AT 10:00 A.M. MOUNTAIN TIME. The 
Referee will initiate the calls. All parties shall be prepared to discuss the status of Claimant's 
case before the Commission. 
Claimant will be called at tbe following number: 405-9538. 
DATED this ;..;;z;..-- day of MARCH, 2009. 
INDUSTRIAL COMMI~SION 
""-. \'", ~ "" "v ~ ,"~ ~,.---
'))ouglas . Donohue, Re'feree 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the 3t d day of MARCH, 2009, a true and correct copy of 
AMENDED NOTICE OF TELEPHONE CONFERENCE was served by regular United 
States Mail upon each of the following: 
James W. Clark 
10402 Rail Road Lane 
Payette, ID 83661 
db 
Rachael M. 0 'Bar 
P.O. Box 7426 
Boise, ID 83707 
f~et~;3 
(lJy1cL Ii flats" 
At'1ENDED NOTICE OF TELEPHONE CONFERENCE - 1 
BEFORE THE L~DUSTRIAL COMMISSION OF THE STATE OF IDAHO 
JAMES W. CLARK, ) 
) 
Claimant, ) IC 2008-013505 
v. ) 
) 
CRY BABY FOODS, LLC, ) ORDER ON MOTIONS AND 




FILED IDAHO STATE INSURANCE FUND, ) 
) 
·MAR - 5 2009 Surety, ) 
Defendants. ) !NBUST~IAL OOMMIS5ION 
Pursuant to the telephone conference conducted by Referee Douglas A. Donohue on 
March 4, 2009, with all parties represented, the Referee reviewed the file and considered the 
parties verbal discussion during the telephone conference. The Referee is fully advised in the 
premises and 
HEREBY ORDERS that Defendants' Motion for Sanctions is GRANTED IN PART. 
This matter is STAYED until Claimant complies with Defendants' discovery requests and with 
the Industrial Commission's Orders dated and filed February 6, 2009 and February 17, 2009. 
Further, a sanction of $300.00 shall be reserved and added as an issue for a future trial (hearing) 
by the Industrial Commission. 
FlJRTHER, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the hearing set for March 13, 2009, in 
Boise in tills matter, be and the same is hereby VACATED. 
FURTHER, IT IS ORDERED that Defendants' Motion to Allow Hearing Testimony 
via Telephone and Motion to Shorten Time filed February 27, 2009, is hereby DEt'·HED. 
Mrs. Owen shall appear at a hearing in this matter when such hearing is set in the future. 
ORDER ON MOTIONS AND ORDER VACATING HEARING - 1 
FURTHERMORE, IT IS ORDERED that Claimant's request for subpoena is GRA.1\JTED 
regarding Sandy Basket when a hearing on the issue of permanent partial disability is held. 
The subpoena request for Carol Garland is hereby DE}\,'[ED. Claimant's request for a subpoena 
of Jewel Owen is DENIED as moot as she will voluntarily appear for a hearing set in the future. 
IT IS SO ORDERED. 
-fr.-
DATED this ~ - day of March, 2009. 
Douglas A. D~hue, Referee 
\ 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the qi!::: day of March, 2009, a true and correct copy of 
the ORDER ON MOTIONS AND ORDER VAC4.TING HEARING was served by regular 
United States Mail upon the following: 
James W. Clark 
10402 Rail Road Lane 
Payette,ID 83661 
Rachael M. 0 'Bar 
P.O. Box 7426 
Boise, ID 83707 
db 






BEFORE THE INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION OF THE STATE OF IDAHO 
JAMES W. CLARK, ) 
) 
Claimant, ) IC 2008-013505 
v. ) 
) 
CRY BABY FOODS, LLC, ) CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
) 
Employer, ) 
and ) FILED 




I hereby certify that on the (9~ I ~ day of March, 2009, true and correct copies of 
CLAIMANT'S DOCUMENTS FILED APRIL 27, 2009, (totalS pages) in the above matter, 
were Sent by Facsimile Machine Process to the following: 
Rachael M. O'Bar Fax#: 344-5510 
P.O. Box 7426 
Boise, ID 83707 
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Dena K. Burke 
Assistant Commission Secretary 
ANDERSON, JULIAN & HULL LLP 
C. W. Moore Plaza 
250 South 5th Street, Suite 700 
P. O. Box 7426 
Boise, 10 83707-7426 
Telephone: (208) 344-5800 
Facsimile: (208) 344-5510 
Alan K. Hull - ISB No.: 1568 
Rachael M. O'Bar ISB No.: 5823 
Attorneys for Defendants 
BEFORE THE INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION OF THE STATE OF IDAHO 
JAMES W. CLARK, 
Claimant, 
vs. 
CRY BABY FOODS, LLC, 
Employer, 
and 
IDAHO STATE INSURANCE FUND, 
Surety, 
Defendants. 
I.C. No. 08-013505 
RESPONSE TO CLAIMANT'S 
FILING OF APRIL 27, 2009 
COME NOW the Defendants, by and through their undersigned counsel of 
record, and hereby submit this Response to the documents filed with the Industrial 
Commission on April 26, 2009 (hereinafter "Claimant's Filing"). Defendants hereby 
respond on the basis and assumption that Claimant's Filing is a Motion pursuant to 
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Rule 3(E) of the Judicial Rules of Practice and Procedure (JRP), as ex parte 
communications are specifically prohibited under JRP Rule 5. 
Claimant has proceeded in this matter pro se. The Idaho Supreme Court 
ruled that persons acting pro se are held to the same standards and rules as those 
represented by attorneys. Huff v. John Slade Singleton, 143 Idaho 498, 500 
(2006). The Legislature enacted the Idaho Worker's Compensation Law and the 
Industrial Commission formulated and adopted the Judicial Rules of Practice and 
Procedure Under the Idaho Worker's Compensation Law to ensure that the 
processes and procedures under which all worker's compensation cases are 
handled are as "summary and simple as may be and as far as possible in 
accordance with the rules of equity." I.C. §72-70S. The Law and Rules apply to all 
persons who seek benefits under the Worker's Compensation Act. The Industrial 
Commission and its hearing officers are constrained by clear statutory wording 
even if the result is harsh and arbitrary. Petrie v. Spaulding Drywall, 117 Idaho 
382, 384, 788 P.2d 197 (1990). The Rules by which the Industrial Commission is 
bound are necessary to ensure all parties proceed toward resolution of a claim with 
full disclosure to the parties, and to the Industrial Commission for purposes of 
making an informed decision as to benefits. See I.C. § 72-401, et. seq. 
Pursuant to the express statutory authority cited above, Defendants are 
entitled to "all medical information relevant to or bearing upon a particular injury or 
occupational disease. II I.C. § 72-432( 10). Furthermore, Defendants are entitled to 
obtain discovery regarding any matter, not privileged, which is relevant to claim. 
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I.R.C.P. 26(b)(1). Claimant has offered no legal argument or authority to support 
his continuing refusal to comply with the Commission's Orders to provide properly 
executed and unaltered medical and administrative records releases, and has cited 
no legal basis for his repetitive objections regarding Defendants' access to records 
which are relevant to this claim. Defendants have twice filed Motions to Compel 
Claimant to provide signed, unaltered medical and administrative records releases, 
as well as complete and accurate responses to Defendants' discovery requests. 
Defendants' Motions to Compel of September 24, 2008, and January 6, 2009, and 
supporting Memoranda are attached hereto for the benefit of Claimant as Exhibit A 
and Exhibit B. In addition, Defendants' Motion for Sanctions, filed February 29, 
2009, is attached hereto for the benefit of Claimant as Exhibit C. As detailed in 
Defendants' Motions, Claimant's medical condition and the resultant impairment 
and disability, if any, are the primary issues in this claim. As such, Claimant's pre-
and post-accident medical history, wage and employment history, and his criminal 
history are relevant to the claim. 
Defendants are led to believe from Claimant's numerous filings that his 
objections are primarily related to insurance records from Oregon worker's 
compensation surety SAIF Corporation and medical records obtained from the 
Oregon Department of Corrections. Claimant has extensive pre-accident medical 
records, including records in connection with a work-related arm injury for which 
Claimant settled a worker's compensation claim with SAIF at or near the time of 
the accident that is the subject of this claim. Defendants understand that the 
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Oregon injury involved the same right forearm or elbow that is the subject of this 
claim. The treatment records included in the SAIF file are clearly relevant to 
Claimant's current claim, and may in fact aid his current medical providers with 
respect to his current treatment regimen, future treatment recommendations, and 
assessment of impairment and permanent restrictions. Similarly, Claimant's 
medical records from the Oregon Department of Corrections, as well as any other 
pre-accident medical provider, are relevant to the medical and disability issues 
before the Commission. 
Claimant's objections to Defendants' access to these records have been 
considered by the Commission, and the Commission has ruled that Defendants are 
entitled to the SAIF records and the Oregon Department of Corrections records. In 
compliance with the Worker's Compensation Law, the Rules of Practice and 
Procedure Under the Idaho Worker's Compensation Law, and the Idaho Rules of 
Civil Procedure, Defendants have provided to Claimant copies of all medical records 
and documents that they were able to obtain in this claim. Defendants assert that 
they have not violated HIPAA regulations in obtaining medical records in connection 
with this claim, as HIPAA does not apply to worker's compensation. Furthermore, 
Defendants assert that the Commission determined that Defendants are entitled to 
the subject records, and therefore Claimant cannot object to Defendants' receipt 
and/or use of the subject records in its investigation and defense of this claim. 
Pursuant to the clear statutory authority, upon due consideration of 
Claimant's numerous written submissions, and following multiple telephonic 
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conferences to address Claimant l s objections l the Industrial Commission Referee 
Ordered Claimant, without excuse or delay I to answer Defendants l discovery 
requests and to properly sign medical and administrative records releases without 
altering in any way the text of the releases or limiting the persons to whom they 
may be sent. Claimant continues to refuse to comply with the Commission IS 
February 6 1 2009 Order on Motion to Compel and Other Matters l and Order dated 
February 171 2009. Based upon Claimant/s defiance of the authority of the 
Commission, the Commission Hearing Officer was faced in the April 41 20091 
telephone status conference with two alternative remedies: the first l dismissal of 
Claimant IS Complaint with prejudice; or the second, a Stay of all proceedings and 
imposition of a fine pending Claimant's cooperation and compliance with the 
Commission's Order. The Commission Hearing Officer pursued the second option, 
presumably to give Claimant every opportunity to comply with the lawful ruling of 
the Commission's Hearing Officer. 
The Commission Hearing Officer and Defendants have patiently responded to 
each and every demand and claim by Claimant. Despite numerous attempts to 
explain to Claimant the procedures and rules with which to pursue his claim I and 
relevance of Defendants l requests for records releases and discovery responses, 
Claimant has refused to cooperate in these proceedings. Although Claimant may 
feign Ignorance or confusion I Claimant has repeatedly demonstrated his 
unwillingness and/or refusal to submit to the Commission's lawful authority. The 
Commission has done everything in its power and authority to protect Claimant/s 
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rights under the Idaho Worker's Compensation Law, just as it does for every 
litigant before the Commission. However, the Idaho Worker's Compensation Law 
and the Judicial Rules of Practice and Procedure Under the Idaho Worker's 
Compensation Law require full disclosure by the parties of all relevant documents, 
and the Commission has also acted in this case to protect and enforce the 
Defendants' right to these records. 
In summary, Claimant's numerous filings with the Commission are not 
supported by legal argument or authority, and are transparent attempts to attack 
the credibility of the Industrial Commission and its officers, the State Insurance 
Fund, and Counsel for Defendants. Claimant's veiled threats do not entitle 
Claimant to any extra benefits, claims, or rights under the law. To date, Claimant 
has still not provided the medical and administrative records releases sought by 
Defendants and has not produced complete discovery responses, yet he continues 
to believe the case should go forward. Claimant has been given every opportunity 
to comply with the Commission's lawful Order to allow him to pursue his claim, but 
he insists that the Rules that somehow do not apply to him have been violated by 
Defendants. Defendants respectfully submit that this claim should remain stayed, 
or such sanctions as the Commission deems appropriate should be imposed, 
pending Claimant's compliance with the Commission's Orders. 
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& HULL LLP 
By: ~ 
Alan K. Hull, Of the Firm 
Attorneys for Defendants 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this day of May, 2009, I served a true 
and correct copy of the foregoing RESPONSE TO CLAIMANT'S FILING OF APRIL 
27, 2009 by delivering the same to each of the following, by the method indicated 
below, addressed as follows: 
James W. Clark 
10402 Railroad Lane 
Payette, Idaho 83661 
U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
Hand-Delivered 
[ ] Overnight Mail 
[ ] Facsimile 
~. 
Alan K. Hull 
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DEFENDANTS' EXHIBIT A 
ANDERSON, JULIAN & HULL LLP 
C. W. Moore Plaza 
250 South 5 th Street, Suite 700 
P. O. Box 7426 
Boise, 10 83707-7426 
Telephone: (208) 344-5800 
Facsimile: (208) 344-5510 
Alan K. Hull - ISB No.: 1568 
Rachael M. O'Bar - ISB No.: 5823 
Attorneys for Defendants 
BEFORE THE INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION OF THE STATE OF IDAHO 
JAMES W. CLARK, 
Claimant, 
vs. 
CRY BABY FOODS, LLC, 
Employer, 
and 
IDAHO STATE INSURANCE FUND, 
Surety, 
Defendants. 
I.C. No. 08-013505 
MOTION TO COMPEL DISCOVERY 
AND EXECUTION OF MEDICAL 
AND ADMINISTRATIVE RECORDS 
RELEASES 
COME NOW the Defendants, by and through their undersigned counsel of 
record, and move the Commission for an Order compelling Claimant to fully 
respond to Defendants' discovery requests served August 15, 2008. In addition, 
Defendants move the commission for an Order compelling Claimant to provide 
signed medical and administrative records releases, including facility-specific 
MOTION TO COMPEL DISCOVERY AND EXECUTION OF MEDICAL AND ADMINISTRATIVE 
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releases. Defendants further request that the Commission Order Claimant to 
provide complete discovery responses and signed releases within twenty (20) days 
and unless so made that the Commission issue an Order Dismissing the Complaint. 
This Motion is based upon the documents, affidavits, pleadings, and records 
on file, as well as the accompanying Memorandum and Affidavit in Support of 
Defendants' Motion to Compel; pursuant to Rules 1, 7 and 16 of the Industrial 
Commission Judicial Rules of Practice and Procedure; I.C. § 72-432 (10); Curry v. 
Ace Supply, Inc., I.C. Nos. 90-690424 and 90-716438; 45 C.F.R. § 164.502 and 
164.508; and all other applicable law. 
WHEREFORE, Defendants request that the instant Motion to Compel be 
granted and that Claimant be required to fully respond to Interrogatories to 
Claimant and Requests for Production of Documents and Things to Claimant, 
served August 15, 2008, and that Claimant be required to fully execute 
Defendants' HIPAA compliant Authorization and Direction for Release of Medical 
Records and facility-specific medical and administrative records releases. 
DATED this day of September, 2008. 
----
ANDERSON, JULIAN & HULL LLP 
By: 
Rachael M. O'Bar, Of the Firm 
Attorneys for Defendants 
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this day of September, 2008, I served a 
true and correct copy of the foregoing MOTION TO COMPEL DISCOVERY AND 
EXECUTION OF MEDICAL AND ADMINISTRATIVE RELEASES by delivering the same to 
each of the following, by the method indicated below, addressed as follows: 
James W. Clark 
10402 Railroad Lane 
Payette, Idaho 83661 
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ANDERSON, JULIAN & HULL LLP 
C. W. Moore Plaza 
250 South 5 th Street, Suite 700 
P. O. Box 7426 
Boise, ID 83707-7426 
Telephone: (208) 344-5800 
Facsimile: (208) 344-5510 
Alan K. Hull - ISB No.: 1568 
Rachael M. O'Bar - ISB No.: 5823 
A ttorneys for Defendants 
BEFORE THE INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION OF THE STATE OF IDAHO 
JAMES W. CLARK, 
Claimant, 
vs. 
CRY BABY FOODS, LLC, 
Employer, 
and 
IDAHO STATE INSURANCE FUND, 
Surety, 
Defendants. 
I.C. No. 08-013505 
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF 
MOTION TO COMPEL 
COME NOW the Defendants, by and through their undersigned counsel of 
record, and hereby submit this Memorandum in Support of Motion to Compel. 
I. STATEMENT OF FACTS 
Claimant suffered a right forearm crush injury on April 17, 2008, in the 
course and scope of his employment at Cry Baby Foods. Claimant was evaluated 
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at the St. Alphonsus Emergency Room by Dr. Dominick Gross, orthopedic hand 
surgeon. Claimant's medical care was followed by Dr. Gross through May of 
2008. On May 29, 2008, Dr. Gross responded to an inquiry by the Industrial 
Commission Rehabilitation Division (ICRD) Consultant Sandy Baskett, wherein the 
doctor approved a job site evaluation for a line worker position and indicated that 
Claimant could return to the modified/light duty work made available by the policyholder. 
TID benefits were terminated effective June 5, 2008, pursuant to Employer's offer of 
modified light duty work and Dr. Gross's release. Claimant returned to work on June 5, 
2008, for 5.25 hours, and on June 7, 2008, he terminated his employment. Also on 
June 5, 2008, Dr. Gross notified the surety's claims adjustor that although he approved 
Claimant's return to light duty work with no use of the right arm effective May 9, 2008, 
Claimant's care had been transferred to Dr. Hansen. 
Claimant was first evaluated by Dr. Hansen on May 30, 2008. As reflected in Dr. 
Hansen's June 13, 2008, chart note, and his July 7, 2008, response to an inquiry by the 
surety, Dr. Hansen indicated that Claimant was disabled due to his work-related injuries 
and associated psychological issues from the date of the accident through the date of 
the response. 
On July 9, 2008, The Industrial Commission served a copy of Claimant's 
Workers' Compensation Complaint upon Defendants Cry Baby Foods, LLC and 
Idaho State Insurance Fund ("Defendants"). Therein, Claimant alleged he was 
entitled to time loss benefits (TTDs) for the time period June 5, 2008, through 
June 12, 2008, during which period benefits had been terminated pursuant to the 
work release by Dr. Gross. Time loss benefits were reinstated effective June 13, 
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2008, following receipt by the surety of Dr. Hansen's treatment records. 
Thereafter, TTD benefits in the amount of $317.83 were paid by State Insurance 
Fund to Claimant for the time period June 5, 2008, through June 12, 2008, 
pursuant to Claimant's work release by Dr. Hansen. 
By letters dated August 1, 2008, filed with the Industrial Commission on 
August 5, 2008, Claimant requested a hearing on the TTD issue, as well as certain 
factual allegations regarding his release to work by Dr. Gross. On August 15, 
2008, Defendants responded to Claimant's request for hearing, and served written 
discovery requests. In addition, by letter dated August 15, 2008, Defendants 
requested Claimant sign general and facility-specific medical releases. On 
September 10, 2008, Defendants received Claimant's Letters and Discovery filed 
with the Industrial Commission, a total of 62 pages of material including letters and 
documentation dated August 22, 2008, through September 5, 2008, hereinafter 
collectively and individually referred to as Claimant's "letter submissions." 
To date, Claimant has refused numerous requests to provide signed medical 
and administrative records releases. In addition, to date, Claimant's only response 
to Defendants' discovery requests is the unreasonable and unresponsive assertions 
in his letter submissions. 
II. ARGUMENT AND AUTHORITY 
The fundamental purpose of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure and the 
federal counterparts is to "secure the just, speedy and inexpensive determination of 
every action and proceeding." LR.C.P. 1 (a). Sure and certain relief under the 
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Idaho Worker's Compensation Act IS achieved upon the Industrial Commission's 
operation and implementation of relevant statutes to address disputes and 
questions arising from the worker's compensation laws. Brooks v. State Fire 
Insurance Co., 117 Idaho 1066, 1069,793 P.2d 1238 (1990). 
Despite numerous attempts to explain to Claimant the relevance of 
Defendants' requests for records releases and discovery responses, Claimant has 
refused to cooperate in these proceedings. It is axiomatic that without Claimant's 
cooperation and compliance with the Idaho Worker's Compensation Act, it IS 
almost impossible for Defendants to provide timely and accurate investigation In 
accord with the provisions of the Act. 
A. Claimant's Request for Hearing is Premature. 
Although Claimant may be confused about the procedural aspects of 
pursuing his claim, it is clear that he seeks all benefits available to him under Idaho 
Worker's Compensation Law. Claimant has been paid TTD benefits for the time 
period June 5, 2008, through June 12, 2008. See Affidavit of Counsel in Support 
of Motion to Compel ("Affidavit") Exhibit C. Claimant is not medically stable, and 
he continues to receive medical and time loss benefits during his recovery. As 
such, there is simply no contested issue before the Commission at this time. 
However, once Claimant becomes medically stable, the medical issue of 
impairment, and the vocational issues of disability and entitlement to retraining are 
properly before the Commission for determination. 
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B. Defendants Are Entitled to Releases to Investigate Claimant's Pre- and 
Post-Accident Medical Condition and Claimant's Entitlement to Impairment, 
Disability, and Retraining Benefits. 
Defendants are entitled to obtain Claimant's medical 
information/documentation by way of an executed HIPAA compliant release and/or 
facility-specific releases. Furthermore, Defendants are entitled to obtain Claimant's 
records, including medical records, from correctional institutions in Oregon and 
Idaho. The Idaho Worker's Compensation Act unequivocally provides that: 
All medical information relevant to or bearing upon a particular injury 
or occupational disease shall be provided to the employer, surety, 
manager of the industrial special indemnity fund, or their attorneys or 
authorized representative ... 
I.C. §72-432 (10) (emphasis added). The Legislature's use of the word "shall" 
denotes a mandatory, not a discretionary act. Madison v. J.R. Morgan, Inc., 115 
Idaho 141, 144, 765 P.2d 652 (1988). Statutes are to be construed to ascertain 
and give effect to the purpose of the legislation and to give force and effect to 
every part of the provision. Dohl v. PSF Industries, Inc., 127 Idaho 232, 237, 899 
P.2d 445 (1995). Further, the Industrial Commission is limited to the power and 
authority granted by the Legislature and lacks authority to alter, amend, or enlarge 
legislation. See, Roberts v. Transportation Dep't., 121 Idaho 727,732,828 P.2d 
1178 (Ct. App. 1991). The Industrial Commission and its hearing officers are 
constrained by clear statutory wording even if the result is harsh and arbitrary. 
Petrie v. Spaulding Drywall, 117 Idaho 382, 384, 788 P.2d 197 (1990). 
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By two separate letters, and via telephone conversations with Claimant, 
Defendants requested that Claimant provide signed HIPAA compliant and facility-
specific medical releases. See Affidavit Exhibits E and F. Thereafter, by letters 
dated September 10, 2008, and September 23, 2008, Defendants requested that 
Claimant provide additional medical and administrative records releases. See 
A ffidavit Exhibits K and L. Defendants' requests are neither over broad nor 
burdensome, as investigation to date has revealed that Claimant has received 
medical treatment at West Valley Medical Center, Saint Alphonsus Regional 
Medical Center, St. Luke's Regional Medical Center, Primary Health, Lifeways 
Mental Health Services, and correctional facilities in Oregon and Idaho. 
Claimant has repeatedly refused to provide signed medical releases or 
otherwise cooperate in Defendants' investigation of this claim. See Affidavit 1f1f 
13-19, and Exhibits G, H, I, and J. As such, Defendants are relegated to 
attempting to obtain medical information and records with the medical release 
attached to Claimant's Complaint, which identifies a single medical provider I Dr. 
Hansen. Defendants cannot obtain medical and psychological treatment 
information and records which he claims are related to his industrial injuries. 
Furthermore, Defendants cannot obtain pre-accident medical and psychological 
treatment information and records which are relevant to Claimant/s impairment and 
disability. FinallYI Defendants are unable to obtain medical and administrative 
records that are relevant to the issues of disability and retraining. 
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As a matter of remedial litigation, and In accordance with the unambiguous 
statutory language of the Idaho Worker's Compensation Act, Defendants are 
entitled, at a minimum, to have Claimant execute medical releases and 
administrative records releases for the purposes of independently verifying medical 
treatment as identified in records provided by Claimant and from sources revealed 
in those records which have not been provided in discovery. 
B. Claimant is Obligated to Fully Respond To Defendants' Discovery 
Requests. 
The discovery rules were designated to prevent a "trial by ambush." 
Stoddard v. Ling-Temco-Vought, Inc., 513 F. Supp. 314, 324 (C.D. Cal. 1980). 
The Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure provide in pertinent part that: 
The parties may obtain discovery regarding any matter, not privileged, 
which is relevant to the subject matter involved in the pending action, 
whether it relates to the claim or defense of the party seeking 
discovery or to the claim or defense of any other party ... It is no 
grounds for objection that the information sought will be inadmissible 
at the trial if the information sought appears reasonably calculated to 
lead to the discovery or admissible evidence. 
I.R.C.P. 26(b)(1 )(emphasis added. 
Claimant has refused and/or failed to provide Defendants his responses to 
Defendants' discovery requests, with the exception of the unreasonable and 
irresponsive assertions contained in his September 5, 2008, letter submissions to 
the Industrial Commission. Although Claimant is not medically stable, Defendants 
are entitled to investigate Claimant's claim for benefits pursuant to the Worker's 
Compensation Act. See generally I.R.C.P. 26. Claimant's proffered basis for 
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refusing to respond to interrogatories and requests for production IS an abuse of 
the discovery process. 
Defendants' discovery requests are relevant to medical and vocational issues 
that are the basis for Claimant's claim for benefits. Defendants are entitled to 
investigate the circumstances of the claimed accident, and the nature and extent of 
his medical condition and any physical limitations he claims are related to the 
claimed accident. See Interrogatories to Claimant ("Interrogatory") Nos. 1, 2, 6- 8, 
and 12-16, Requests for Production of Documents and Things to Claimant 
("Requests") No.1. Defendants are also entitled to identify and investigate 
Claimant's medical history. See Interrogatory Nos. 9, 11, 18, and 20-22, Request 
No.1. 
Present and future disability and entitlement to retraining are clearly at issue 
in this case. Claimant has been referred to the Industrial Commission Rehabilitation 
Division, and Defendants anticipate retaining a vocational rehabilitation specialist in 
connection with this claim. Defendants are entitled to identify and investigate 
Claimant's past and present work and wage history. See Interrogatory Nos. 3, 4, 
5, 10, and 23. Defendants are entitled to investigate Claimant's prior job skills and 
transferable skills to assist vocational rehabilitation experts In identifying 
opportunities for Claimant to return to the work force and determine Claimant's 
entitlement to disability and/or retraining. See Interrogatories to Claimant Nos. 17. 
Defendants are also entitled to Claimant's tax records preceding his claimed injury 
to identify prior employers and confirm (or refute) allegations regarding his ability or 
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inability to return to his pre-injury occupations. Claimant's tax and employment 
information are also relevant to the issue of Claimant's entitlement to retraining if 
he is unable to return to his date-of-injury and/or pre-injury occupations. See 
Requests No.3 and 4. 
Defendants are entitled to prepare for hearing in this matter. As a matter of 
law, Defendants are entitled to discover the identity, contact information and 
extent of the testimony of Claimant's witnesses, and examine Claimant's proposed 
hearing exhibits prior to hearing. See Interrogatory Nos. 1, 8, 24, 25, and 26, 
Requests No.2. 
Clearly, the identity of Claimant's pre- and post-accident medical care 
providers is essential to verify (or dispute) the nature and extent of his injuries. 
Furthermore, disclosure of employment and wage information, educational 
background, criminal records, and vocational training experience IS required to 
investigate and assist in Claimant's vocational rehabilitation and determine his 
entitlement to disability and/or retraining. Without access to this information, 
Defendants are unable to fully investigate and defend their interest and present a 
case. Moreover, not only are Defendants entitled to discovery information relating 
to the medical and vocational issues in this matter, but so is the Industrial 
Commission for purposes of making an informed decision as to benefits. See I.C. § 
72-401, et. seq. 
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III. CONCLUSION 
Defendants have been and continue to be prejudiced by way of expenditure 
of time and resources, as well as exposure to potential unfounded attorney fee 
claims, as a result of Claimant's failure and/or refusal to provide medical releases 
and discovery responses. Based upon the foregoing argument and authority, 
Defendants request that the Commission grant Defendants' Motion to Compel and 
Order Claimant to provide his discovery responses and signed medical releases 
within twenty (20) days and unless so made that the Commission issue an Order 
Dismissing the Complaint. 
DA TED this ___ day of September, 2008. 
ANDERSON, JULIAN & HULL LLP 
By: 
Rachael M. O'Bar, Of the Firm 
Attorneys for Defendants 
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this day of September, 2008, I served a 
true and correct copy of the foregoing MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO 
COMPEL by delivering the same to each of the following, by the method indicated 
below, addressed as follows: 
James W. Clark 
10402 Railroad Lane 
Payette, Idaho 83661 




Rachael M. O'Bar 
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DEFENDANTS' EXHIBIT B 
ANDERSON, JULIAN & HULL LLP 
C. W. Moore Plaza 
250 South 5th Street, Suite 700 
P. O. Box 7426 
Boise, ID 83707-7426 
Telephone: (208) 344-5800 
Facsimile: (208) 344-5510 
Alan K. Hull - ISB No.: 1568 
Rachael M. O'Bar - ISB No.: 5823 
Attorneys for Defendants 
BEFORE THE INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION OF THE STATE OF IDAHO 
JAMES W. CLARK, 
Claimant, 
vs. 
CRY BABY FOODS, LLC, 
Employer, 
and 
IDAHO STATE INSURANCE FUND, 
Surety, 
Defendants. 
I.C. No. 08-013505 
SECOND MOTION TO COMPEL 
DISCOVERY AND EXECUTION OF 
MEDICAL AND ADMINISTRATIVE 
RECORDS RELEASES 
COME NOW the Defendants, by and through their undersigned counsel of 
record, and move the Commission for an Order compelling Claimant to fully 
respond to Defendants' discovery requests served August 15, 2008. In addition, 
Defendants move the commission for an Order compelling Claimant to provide 
signed medical and administrative records releases, including facility-specific 
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releases. Defendants further request that the Commission Order Claimant to 
provide complete discovery responses and signed releases within thirty (30) days 
and unless so made that the Commission issue an Order Dismissing the Complaint. 
This Motion is based upon the documents, affidavits, pleadings, and records 
on file, including the Memorandum and Affidavit in Support of Defendants' Motion 
to Compel filed September 24, 2008, copies of which are attached to the 
Claimant's copy of this Motion for his convenience; pursuant to Rules 1, 7 and 16 
of the Industrial Commission Judicial Rules of Practice and Procedure; I.C. §72-432 
(10); Curry v. Ace Supply, Inc., I.C. Nos. 90-690424 and 90-716438; 45 C.F.R. 
§ 164.502 and 164.508; and all other applicable law. 
WHEREFORE, Defendants request that the instant Motion to Compel be 
granted and that Claimant be required to fully respond to Interrogatories to 
Claimant and Requests for Production of Documents and Things to Claimant, 
served August 15, 2008, and that Claimant be required to fully execute 
Defendants' HIPAA compliant Authorization and Direction for Release of Medical 
Records and facility-specific medical and administrative records releases. 
DATED this ___ day of January, 2009. 
ANDERSON, JULIAN & HULL LLP 
By: 
Rachael M. O'Bar, Of the Firm 
Attorneys for Defendants 
SECOND MOTION TO COMPEL DISCOVERY AND EXECUTION OF MEDICAL AND 
ADMINISTRATIVE RECORDS RELEASES - 2 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
HEREBY CERTIFY that on this day of January, 2009, I served a 
true and correct copy of the foregoing SECOND MOTION TO COMPEL DISCOVERY 
AND EXECUTION OF MEDICAL AND ADMINISTRATIVE RELEASES by delivering the 
same to each of the following, by the method indicated below, addressed as 
follows: 
James W. Clark 
10402 Railroad Lane 
Payette, Idaho 83661 




Rachael M. O'Bar 
SECOND MOTION TO COMPEL DISCOVERY AND EXECUTION OF MEDICAL AND 
ADMINISTRATIVE RECORDS RELEASES - 3 
WI 
DEFENDANTS' EXHIBIT C 
ANDERSON, JULIAN & HULL LLP 
C. W. Moore Plaza 
250 South 5th Street, Suite 700 
P. O. Box 7426 
Boise, ID 83707-7426 
Telephone: (208) 344-5800 
Facsimile: (208) 344-5510 
Alan K. Hull - ISB No.: 1568 
Rachael M. O'Bar - ISB No.: 5823 
Attorneys for Defendants 
BEFORE THE INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION OF THE STATE OF IDAHO 
JAMES W. CLARK, 
Claimant, I.C. No. 08-013505 
vs. 
CRY BABY FOODS, LLC, MOTION FOR SANCTIONS 
Employer, 
and 
IDAHO STATE INSURANCE FUND, 
Surety, 
Defendants. 
COME NOW the Defendants, by and through their undersigned counsel of 
record, and hereby move the Commission for an Order for sanctions as the 
Commission deems appropriate, including dismissal with prejudice, for Claimant's 
failure to fully comply with the Commission's February 6, 2009 Order on Motion to 
Compel and Other Matters, and Order dated February 17, 2009. 
MonON FORSANcnONS-1 
Claimant was Ordered, without excuse or delay, to answer Defendants' 
discovery requests and to properly sign medical and administrative records releases 
without altering in any way the text of the releases or limiting the persons to whom 
they may be sent. Claimant filed with the Commission his discovery responses and 
signed medical releases dated February 18, 2009. Copies of Defendants' discovery 
requests and Claimant's discovery responses previously filed with the Commission 
are attached hereto as Exhibit II A" for the Referee's convenience. 
As a whole, Claimant failed and/or refused to provide any meaningful 
responses to discovery. Although Claimant may feign ignorance or confusion, 
Claimant's refusal to provide even basic information further illustrates his refusal to 
cooperate with these proceedings. In response to Defendants l Interrogatories, 
Claimant did not provide a single name of any witness to the claimed accident (See 
Interrogatory No.1), failed to identify a single pre- or post-accident medical 
provider (See Interrogatory Nos. 8 1 9), and refused to disclose any pnor or 
subsequent accident, injury, or claim (See Interrogatory Nos 11, 18 1 20, 21, 22). 
In addition, Claimant did not disclose one prior employer or employment or wage 
information (See Interrogatory Nos. 10 and 23), did not provide any information 
regarding benefits received from other sources, such as disability, welfare, 
unemployment, etc. (See Interrogatory No. 19), and did not offer any information 
with respect to witnesses for the hearing in three weeks. Furthermore, in response 
to Defendants' Requests for Production of Documents and Things, Claimant 
MOTION FOR SANCTIONS - 2 
provided not one record, report, or writing of any kind, but responded simply to 
each and every Request, "Will update you when I have more Information." 
In addition, Claimant unknowingly or intentionally completed portions of the 
facility-specific medical releases, effectively limiting Defendants' ability to obtain 
Claimant's complete medical records from the medical providers. For example, on 
the Primary Health records release Claimant limited the dates of service to 1/1/06 
to 2/18/09. In another example, Claimant marked the "Yes" box for disclosure of 
psychotherapy notes on the West Valley Medical Center release, which prevents 
Defendants from obtaining any other records from the facility. Similarly, on the 
Lifeways and Saint Alphonsus releases, Claimant checked boxes that limit 
Defendants' ability to obtain a complete set of records. Defendants have 
forwarded new releases to Claimant by letter of this date. A copy of Defendants' 
letter to Claimant is attached hereto as Exhibit liB." 
Defendants continue to be prejudiced by the vexatious conduct of Claimant. 
This Motion is based upon the documents, affidavits, pleadings, and records on 
file, pursuant to Rules 1, 7 and 16 of the Industrial Commission Judicial Rules of 
Practice and Procedure; I.C. § 72-432 (10); and all other applicable law. 
WHEREFORE, Defendants request that the instant Motion for Sanctions be 
granted and imposed as the Commission deems appropriate. 
MOTION FOR SANCTIONS - 3 
DATED this day of February, 2009. 
---
ANDERSON, JULIAN & HULL LLP 
By: 
Rachael M. O'Bar, Of the Firm 
Attorneys for Defendants 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this day of February, 2009, I served a 
true and correct copy of the foregoing MOTION FOR SANCTIONS by delivering the 
same to each of the following, by the method indicated below, addressed as 
follows: 
James W. Clark 
10402 Railroad Lane 
Payette, Idaho 83661 
MOTION FOR SANCTIONS - 4 
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BEFORE THE INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION OF THE STATE OF IDAHO 
JA.MES W. CLARK, 
Claimant, 
v. 
CRY BABY FOODS, LLC, 
Employer, 
and 






) IC 2008-013505 
) 
) 





) JUN - 2 2009 ) 
) INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION 
I hereby certify that on the d, day of June, 2009, true and correct copies of 
CLAIMANT'S DOCUMENTS FILED JUNE 2, 2009, (total10 pages) in the above matter, 
were Sent by Facsimile Machine Process to the following: 
Rachael M. O'Bar Fax#: 344-5510 
P.O. Box 7426 
Boise, ID 83707 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - 1 
INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION 
Dena . Burke 
Assistant Commission Secretary 
BEFORE THE INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION OF THE STATE OF IDAHO 
JAMES W. CLARK, 
Claimant, 
v. 
CRY BABY FOODS, LLC, 
Employer, 
and 









) ORDER ON CLAIl\-lANT'S 









JUN ..,; 3 2009 
INIUST~IAL COMMISSION 
On June 2, 2009, Claimant filed documents entitled Motion to Move forward To: To the 
Idaho Supreme Court of Appeal And Order Of Motion To Allow Facts And Document To Be 
Put On Record That Are Relevant To The Outcome Of My Case. The Referee reviewed 
Claimant's file and being fully advised in the premises, 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that Claimant's motion as named above is DENIED. 
If Claimant's intent is for his case to move forward and be heard, he shall comply with the 
Order entered February 6, 2009 (attached). Upon proof of compliance, this case maybe set for 
hearing on all issues outstanding. 
FURTHER, if Claimant does not comply with the prior Order, sanctions may be imposed 
up to and including immediate dismissal, with prejudice, of Claimant's claim. 
IT IS SO ORDE¢D. 
DATED this 3V': day of June, 2009. 
Douglas A. )Donohue, Referee 
/ 
# 
ORDER ON CLAIMANT'S':. - FORWARD - 1 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the ~ day of June, 2009, a true and correct copy of the 
ORDER ON CLAIMANT'S MOTION TO MOVE FORWARD was served by regular 
United States Mail upon the following: 
James W. Clark 
10402 Rail Road Lane 
Payette, ID 83661 
Rachael M. O'Bar 
P.O. Box 7426 
Boise, ID 83707 
db 






BEFORE THE INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION OF THE STATE OF IDAHO 
JAMES W. CLARK, ) 
) 
Claimant, ) IC 2008-013505 
v. ) 
) 




) F' LED 
IDAHO STATE INSURANCE FUND, ) JUN - 5 2009 ) 
Surety, ) INeUSTAIAL COMMISSION 
Defendants. ) 
10--
I hereby certify that on the 5- day of June, 2009, true and correct copies of 
CLAIMANT'S DOCUMENT~ FILED JUNE 5,2009, (total 5 pages) in the above matter, 
were Sent by Facsimile Machine Process to the following: 
Rachael M. O'Bar Fax#: 344-5510 
P.O. Box 7426 
Boise, ID 83707 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - 1 
INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION 
ANDERSON, JULIAN & HULL LLP 
C. W. Moore Plaza 
250 South 5 th Street, Suite 700 
P. O. Box 7426 
Boise, 10 83707-7426 
Telephone: (208) 344-5800 
Facsimile: (208) 344-5510 
Alan K. Hull - ISB No.: 1568 
Rachael M. O'Bar - ISB No.: 5823 
Attorneys for Defendants 
j' "-- -. 
If'. ,~. v·-...: 
BEFORE THE INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION OF THE STATE OF IDAHO 
JAMES W. CLARK, 
Claimant, 
vs. 
CRY BABY FOODS, LLC, 
Employer, 
and 
IDAHO STATE INSURANCE FUND, 
Surety, 
Defendants. 
I.C. No. 08-013505 
RESPONSE TO CLAIMANT'S 
DOCUMENTS FILED JUNE 2, 2009 
AND JUNE 5, 2009 
COME NOW the Defendants, by and through their undersigned counsel of 
record, and respond to Claimant's Documents Filed June 2, 2009 and June 5, 
2009. 
Following the Commission's March 5, 2009 Order staying all proceedings 
until Claimant complies with Defendants' discovery requests and with the 
RESPONSE TO CLAIMANT'S DOCUMENTS FILED JUNE 2, 2009 AND JUNE 5, 2009 - 1 
Commission's Orders dated and filed February 6, 2009 and February 17, 2009, 
Defendants limited all communications with Claimant to written correspondence 
and/or filings with the Commission. In response to numerous phone messages by 
Claimant, Defendants advised Claimant in a letter dated May 20, 2009, attached 
hereto as Exhibit A, that all future communications should be in writing. Claimant 
has continued to leave voice mail messages for Counsel for Defendants. To avoid 
any miscommunication or misunderstandings, Defendants respectfully submit the 
following: 
1. Defendants have no position with respect to Claimant's intention to bring 
an action or pursue a claim before the Idaho Court of Appeals, Idaho Supreme 
Court, and/or the Supreme Court of the United States. 
2. Defendants are not interested in settlement or mediation in connection 
with this claim. The claim is accepted, and medical and time loss benefits have 
been paid in connection therewith. Furthermore, Defendants have begun payment 
of PPI benefits pursuant to the assessment of Claimant's primary treating 
physician. Accordingly, Defendants hereby decline Claimant's requests for a 
meeting with representatives of the State Insurance Fund and counsel for 
Defendants. 
3. As to issues within the jurisdiction of and properly before the Idaho 
Industrial Commission, Defendants have no objection to proceeding to a hearing on 
all issues outstanding once Claimant has complied with the Commission's Order 
entered February 6, 2009. 
RESPONSE TO CLAIMANT'S DOCUMENTS FILED JUNE 2, 2009 AND JUNE 5, 2009 - 2 
By letter of this date, attached hereto as Exhibit B, Claimant has been 
advised of Defendants' position with respect to his worker's compensation claim. 
DATED this -i---==--- day of June, 2009. 
ANDER§~ JULIAN & HULL LLP 
By: 
) 
u , Of the Firm 
Attorneys for Defendants 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this (\) 
James W. Clark 
10402 Rail Road Lane 
Payette, Idaho 83661 
. Hull 




RESPONSE TO CLAIMANT'S DOCUMENTS FILED JUNE 2, 2009 AND JUNE 5, 2009 - 3 
ANDERSON, JULIAN & HULL LLP 
Attornevs and Counselors at Law 
Robert A. Anderson 
Brian K. Julian 
Alan K. Hull 
Chris H. Hansen 
Phillip 1. Collaer 
Michael P. Stefanic 
Amy G. White 
Justin P. Aylsworth 
James Clark 
Mark D. Sebastian 
Matthew O. Pappas 
Rachael M. O'Bar 
Stephen L. Adams 
Robert A. Mills 
Bret A. Walther 
Yvonne A. Vaughan 
10402 Railroad Lane 
Payette, Idaho 83661 
May 20,2009 
Re: Clark v. Cry Baby Foods 
Our File No.: 638-271 
Dear Mr. Clark: 
c. W. Moore Plaza 
250 South Fifth Street, Suite 700 
Post Office Box 7426 




Web Site: www.ajhlaw.com 
\\lith Attorneys Licensed to Practice in 
Idaho, CO, MD, OR, PA, UT and WA 
In response to your recent phone messages, including your voice mail 
message of May 14 & May 18, 2009, we are unable to advise you as to how you 
should proceed in your case. Please provide any questions or comments in writing 
to the attention of myself or Ms. O'Bar at the above address and/or fax number. 
This way we will be better able to investigate any allegations and fully respond to 
your inquiries as they arise. In turn, we will communicate with you in writing so 
that we can avoid any misunderstandings or confusion regarding this claim. Thank 
you. 
Very truly yours, 
Alan K. Hull 
AKH/rmo 
cc: Jewel Owen, State Insurance Fund 
EXHIBIT A 
ANDERSON, JULIAN & HULL LLP 
Attorneys and Counselors at Law 
Robert A. Anderson 
Brian K. Julian 
Alan K. Hull 
Chris H. Hansen 
Phillip J. Collaer 
Michael P. Stefanic 
Amy G. \Vhite 
Justin P. Aylsworth 
James Clark 
Mark D. Sebastian 
Matthew O. Pappas 
Rachael M. O'Bar 
Stephen L. Adams 
Robert A. Mills 
Bret A. Walther 
Yvonne A. Vaughan 
10402 Railroad Lane 
Payette, Idaho 83661 
June 10, 2009 
Re: Clark v. Cry Baby Foods 
Our File No.: 638-271 
Dear Mr. Clark: 
C. W. Moore Plaza 
250 South Fifth Street, Suite 700 
Post Office Box 7426 




Web Site: w\vw.ajhlaw.com 
With Attorneys Licensed to Practice in 
Idaho, CO, MD, OR, p~ UT and \VA 
Attached please find a copy of Defendants' RESPONSE TO CLAIMANT'S 
DOCUMENTS FILED JUNE 2, 2009 AND JUNE 5, 2009. As detailed therein l Defendants 
have no position with respect to your request to pursue your claim before Idaho 
Court of Appeals, Idaho Supreme Courtl and/or the Supreme Court of the United 
States. However, we have no objection to proceeding to a hearing before the 
Idaho Industrial Commission at such time as you have complied with the 
Commission's Orders. Finally, Defendants have paid and continue to pay all 
benefits due pursuant to the Idaho Worker's Compensation Law, and therefore we 
hereby decline your request for a meeting with Counsel and representatives for the 
Idaho State Insurance Fund. 
cc: State Insurance Fund 
Very truly yours I 
Counsel for Defendants Cry Baby Foods 
and Idaho State Insurance Fund 
EXHIBIT B 
BEFORE THE INDUSTRIAL COMlVIISSION OF THE STATE OF IDAHO 
JAMES W. CLARK, ) 
) 
Claimant, ) IC 2008-013505 
v. ) 
) 
CRY BABY FOODS, LLC, ) ORDER ON MOTION TO 
) CEASE AND DESIST AND 
Employer, ) NOTICE OF INTENT TO 
and ) RECOMMEND DISMISSAL 
) 
IDAHO STATE INSURANCE FUND, ) F f LED ) 
Surety, ) JUN f 0 2009 
Defendants. ) 
jNDUST~!AL COMMISSION 
The Referee in this matter issued an ORDER dated February 6, 2009. Rather than 
complying with that ORDER, Claimant has filed additional information and motions. 
Orders dated February 17, March 5, and June 3 have issued and Claimant has still not complied 
with the February 6, 2009 ORDER. 
Most recently, Claimant filed a motion styled as a "Cease and Desist" motion. 
Essentially, Claimant seeks to avoid the February 6 ORDER and to appeal to U.S. District Court. 
Claimant has no right to appeal to Federal Court an interlocutory order compelling 
Claimant to provide unaltered, signed releases to allow Defendants to conduct discovery of 
Claimant's medical records. By filing the Complaint for benefits in this matter, Claimant waived 
his right to withhold from Defendants medical records which may prove or disprove his claim. 
The Referee understands Claimant believes Defendants wrongfully obtained 
certain information. Whether they did or not is an issue of ultimate fact for hearing. 
ORDER ON MOTION TO CEASE AND DESIST 
AND NOTICE OF INTENT TO RECOMMEND DISMISSAL - 1 
Claimant will not be allowed to proceed to prosecute his claim without obeying the rules 
and orders of the Idaho Industrial Commission. 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that Claimant's motion to "cease and desist" is DENIED. 
IT IS HEREBY FURTHER ORDERED that on of before June 22, 2009 as a sanction 
for repeated failure to comply with Orders of the Referee, the Referee shall recommend 
dismissal of Claimant's Complaint unless Claimant complies fully with the ORDER 
dated February 6,2009 and all other orders of the Industrial Commission. 
IT IS SO ORDEREDr // "; 










" \' , \ '\ .. 
CE&£ii.it:~Tf OF SERVICE 
it'-' 
I hereby certify that on the L day of June, 2009, a true and correct copy of the 
ORDER ON MOTION TO CEASE A.l'ID DESIST AND NOTICE OF INTENT TO 
RECOMMEND DISMISSAL was served by regular United States Mail upon the following: 
James W. Clark 
10402 Rail Road Lane 
Payette, ID 83661 
Rachael M. 0 'Bar 
P.O. Box 7426 
Boise, ID 83707 
db 
ORDER ON MOTION TO CEASE AND DESIST 
j(, 
;;') ; 
! f r 
AND NOTICE OF INTENT TO RECOMMEND DISMISSAL - 2 
Robert A. Anderson 
Brian K. Julian 
Alan K. Hull 
Chris H. Hansen 
Phillip 1. Collaer 
Michael P. Stefanic 
Amy G. VI/bite 
Justin P. Aylsworth 
ANDERSON, JULIAN & HULL LLP 
Attornevs and Counselors at Law 
Mark D. Sebastian 
Matthew O. Pappas' 
Rachael M. O'Bar 
Stephen L. Adams 
Robert A. Mills i 
Bret A. Walther 
Yvonne A. Vaughan 
June 12, 2009 
c. W. Moore Plaza 
250 South Fifth Street, Suite 700 
Post Office Box 7426 




Web Site: www.ajhlaw.com 
\"lith Attorneys Licensed to Practice in 
Idaho, CO, MD, OR, PA, UT and W A 
VIA FIRST CLASS AND CERTIFIED MAIL RETURN RECEIPT REQUESTED 
James Clark 
10402 Railroad Lane 
Payette, Idaho 83661 
Re: Clark v. Cry Baby Foods 
Our File No.: 638-271 
Dear Mr. Clark: 
Attached please find copies of medical releases that are the subject of the 
Commission's Order of February 6, 2009. These releases are provided herewith for 
your convenience, but for your reference please note that the following medical 
and administrative records releases have been previously forwarded to you on 
several prior occasions: 
1. Five (5) Authorization and Direction for Release of Medical Information 
forms; 
2. West Valley Medical Center Authorization for Release of Protected 
Health Information; 
3. Saint Alphonsus Regional Medical Center Authorization to Use or 
Disclose Protected Health Information; 
4. St. Luke's Regional Medical Center Authorization to Disclose Protected 
Health Information; 
5. Primary Health, Inc. Authorization to Release Patient Information; 
6. Lifeways' Authorization to Disclose, Receive and use Protected Health 
Information; 
7. Authorization and Direction for Release of Records; 
June 12, 2009 
Page 2 
8. Authorization and Direction for Release for the State of Oregon, 
Department of Corrections; and 
9. Authorization and Direction for Release for the State of Idaho, 
Department of Corrections. 
Please execute the above-listed releases and return them unaltered (i.e., do not 
check boxes or provide a date range for treatment dates) as per the instructions of 
the Industrial Commission's Order dated February 6, 2009. You will note that 
several of these releases require a notarized signature. 
In addition, we have provided copies of our Interrogatories and Requests for 
Production of Documents, originally served on August 15, 2008. Please return the 
medical and records releases and your discovery responses in the enclosed pre-paid 
envelope. In the alternative, you may provide proof of your compliance with the 
Commission's Order by providing the materials directly to the Industrial 
Commission. Thank you. 
Very truly yours, 
Counsel for Defendants Cry Baby Foods 
and Idaho State Insurance Fund 
cc: Idaho Industrial Commission 
AUTHORIZATI D DIRECTION FOR RELEASE OF ICAl RECORDS 
TO: 
Pursuant to HIPAA regulations 45 C.F.R. f 164.502 and 45 C.F.R. ' 164.508, I, 
JAMES CLARK, hereby authorize and direct you to release any and all records, reports and 
information, and other documentation in your files, including but not limited to copies of 
any x-rays and raw testing data, concerning my past, present or future physical or mental 
condition to any representative of the law firm of Anderson, Julian & Hull, P. O. Box 7426, 
Boise, Idaho 83707-7426, by permitting their examination and by furnishing copies 
thereof, upon presentation of this Authorization and upon their request for such records, 
reports or information. With respect to behavioral health records, special permission is 
authorized for purposes of releasing substance abuse, psychiatric/mental health and/or HIV 
information. 
I further authorize any physician who has attended me at any time to consult with 
or discuss my past, present or future medical condition and treatment with any member of 
the law firm of Anderson, Julian & Hull. Anderson, Julian & Hull must, before they initiate 
conversations with any past treating physician or health provider, give notice to Claimant's 
counsel of their intent to so communicate. The Surety involved herein, Idaho State 
Insurance Fund, retains the right to communicate with any of Claimant's treating 
physicians in regard to Claimant's treatment and rehabilitation. 
I further consent that a photocopy of this Authorization may be used in lieu of the 
original thereof. This Authorization shall be valid during the pendency of this claim or until 
revoked in writing by me. This Authorization shall expire upon settlement or judicial 
resolution of the pending worker's compensation case. 
You are hereby informed that this release is at my request and is in conjunction 
with a workers' compensation claim submitted by the undersigned before the Industrial 
Commission of the State of Idaho. You are further advised that this authorization shall be 
used in conjunction with this workers' compensation claim only. 
You are further requested and directed to forward a copy of said medical records, 
reports and/or information to James Clark, 10402 Railroad Lane, Payette, Idaho 83661. 
You are further advised that payment for the obtaining of these records, reports and/or 
information shall be borne by the law firm of Anderson, Julian & Hull, and that the bill for 
payment for submission of such records shall be submitted to said firm at P. O. Box 7426, 
Boise, Idaho 83707-7426. 
I understand that information used or disclosed pursuant to this Authorization may 
be subject to redisclosure by the recipient and no longer protected under HIPAA. It is 
further understood that the information obtained under this authorization by either party 
and their attorneys shall be regarded as confidential and maintained as such; that such 
information, records and reports shall be used in conjunction with the pending 
compensation case and for no other purpose. 
AUTHORIZATION - 1 
By ______________________________ _ 
JAMES CLARK, Claimant 
D/B:  
SSN:  
STATE OF IDAHO 
ss. 
County of _______ ' 
On this day 2009, before me, a Notary Public for 
said State, personally appeared JAMES CLARK, known or identified to me to be the person 
whose name is subscribed to the within and foregoing instrument, and acknowledged to 
me that *he voluntarily executed the same. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my official seal 
the day and year in this certificate first above written. 
NOTARY PUBLIC FOR IDAHO 
Residing at ____________ , Idaho 
My Commission 
(SEAL) 
AUTHORIZATION - 2 
AUTHORIZA o DIRECTION FOR RELEASE OF RECORDS 
TO: 
Pursuant to HIPAA regulations 45 C.F.R. I 164.502 and 45 C.F.R. I 164.508, I, 
JAMES CLARK, hereby authorize and direct you to release any and all records, reports and 
information, and other documentation in your files, including but not limited to copies of 
any x-rays and raw testing data, concerning my past, present or future physical or mental 
condition to any representative of the law firm of Anderson, Julian & Hull, P. O. Box 7426, 
Boise, Idaho 83707-7426, by permitting their examination and by furnishing copies 
thereof, upon presentation of this Authorization and upon their request for such records, 
reports or information. With respect to behavioral health records, special permission is 
authorized for purposes of releasing substance abuse, psychiatric/mental health and/or HIV 
information. 
I further authorize any physician who has attended me at any time to consult with 
or discuss my past, present or future medical condition and treatment with any member of 
the law firm of Anderson, Julian & Hull. Anderson, Julian & Hull must, before they initiate 
conversations with any past treating physician or health provider, give notice to Claimant's 
counsel of their intent to so communicate. The Surety involved herein, Idaho State 
Insurance Fund, retains the right to communicate with any of Claimant's treating 
physicians in regard to Claimant's treatment and rehabilitation. 
I further consent that a photocopy of this Authorization may be used in lieu of the 
original thereof. This Authorization shall be valid during the pendency of this claim or until 
revoked in writing by me. This Authorization shall expire upon settlement or judicial 
resolution of the pending worker's compensation case. 
You are hereby informed that this release is at my request and is in conjunction 
with a workers' compensation claim submitted by the undersigned before the Industrial 
Commission of the State of Idaho. You are further advised that this authorization shall be 
used in conjunction with this workers' compensation claim only. 
You are further requested and directed to forward a copy of said medical records, 
reports and/or information to James Clark, 10402 Railroad Lane, Payette, Idaho 83661. 
You are further advised that payment for the obtaining of these records, reports and/or 
information shall be borne by the law firm of Anderson, Julian & Hull, and that the bill for 
payment for submission of such records shall be submitted to said firm at P. O. Box 7426, 
Boise, Idaho 83707-7426. 
I understand that information used or disclosed pursuant to this Authorization may 
be subject to redisclosure by the recipient and no longer protected under HIPAA. It is 
further understood that the information obtained under this authorization by either party 
and their attorneys shall be regarded as confidential and maintained as such; that such 
information, records and reports shall be used in conjunction with the pending 
compensation case and for no other purpose. 
Oate: _____________ _ 
AUTHORIZATION - 1 
By ____________________________ _ 
JAMES CLARK, Claimant 
D/B:  
SSN:  
STATE OF IDAHO 
S5. 
County of ______ _ 
On this day of , 2009, before me, a Notary Public for 
said State, personally appeared JAMES CLARK, known or identified to me to be the person 
whose name is subscribed to the within and foregoing instrument, and acknowledged to 
me that "he voluntarily executed the same. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF I I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my official seal 
the day and year in this certificate first above written. 
NOTARY PUBLIC FOR IDAHO 
Residing at ____________ , Idaho 
My Commission Expires: ________ _ 
(SEAL) 
AUTHORIZATION - 2 
AUTHORIZATIO D DIRECTION FOR RELEASE OF L RECORDS 
TO: 
Pursuant to HIPAA regulations 45 C.F.R. I 164.502 and 45 C.F.R. I 164.508, I, 
JAMES CLARK, hereby authorize and direct you to release any and all records, reports and 
information, and other documentation in your files, including but not limited to copies of 
any x-rays and raw testing data, concerning my past, present or future physical or mental 
condition to any representative of the law firm of Anderson, Julian & Hull, P. O. Box 7426, 
Boise, Idaho 83707-7426, by permitting their examination and by furnishing copies 
thereof, upon presentation of this Authorization and upon their request for such records, 
reports or information. With respect to behavioral health records, special permission is 
authorized for purposes of releasing substance abuse, psychiatric/mental health and/or HIV 
information. 
I further authorize any physician who has attended me at any time to consult with 
or discuss my past, present or future medical condition and treatment with any member of 
the law firm of Anderson, Julian & Hull. Anderson, Julian & Hull must, before they initiate 
conversations with any past treating physician or health provider, give notice to Claimant's 
counsel of their intent to so communicate. The Surety involved herein, Idaho State 
Insurance Fund, retains the right to communicate with any of Claimant's treating 
physicians in regard to Claimant's treatment and rehabilitation. 
I further consent that a photocopy of this Authorization may be used in lieu of the 
original thereof. This Authorization shall be valid during the pendency of this claim or until 
revoked in writing by me. This Authorization shall expire upon settlement or judicial 
resolution of the pending worker's compensation case. 
You are hereby informed that this release is at my request and is in conjunction 
with a workers' compensation claim submitted by the undersigned before the Industrial 
Commission of the State of Idaho. You are further advised that this authorization shall be 
used in conjunction with this workers' compensation claim only. 
You are further requested and directed to forward a copy of said medical records, 
reports and/or information to James Clark, 10402 Railroad Lane, Payette, Idaho 83661. 
You are further advised that payment for the obtaining of these records, reports and/or 
information shall be borne by the law firm of Anderson, Julian & Hull, and that the bill for 
payment for submission of such records shall be submitted to said firm at P. O. Box 7426, 
Boise, Idaho 83707-7426. 
I understand that information used or disclosed pursuant to this Authorization may 
be subject to redisclosure by the recipient and no longer protected under HIPAA. It is 
further understood that the information obtained under this authorization by either party 
and their attorneys shall be regarded as confidential and maintained as such; that such 
information, records and reports shall be used in conjunction with the pending 
compensation case and for no other purpose. 
Date: _____________ _ 
AUTHORIZATION - 1 
By ___________________________ __ 
JAMES CLARK, Claimant 
D/B:  
SSN:  
STATE OF IDAHO 
ss. 
County of _______ ' 
On this day 2009, before me, a Notary Public for 
said State, personally appeared JAMES CLARK, known or identified to me to be the person 
whose name is subscribed to the within and foregoing instrument, and acknowledged to 
me that *he voluntarily executed the same. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my official seal 
the day and year in this certificate first above written. 
NOTARY PUBLIC FOR IDAHO 
Residing at ____________ , Idaho 
My Commission Expires: ________ _ 
(SEAL) 
AUTHORIZATION - 2 
AUTHORIZAT .NO DIRECTION FOR RELEASE OF ICAl RECORDS 
TO: 
Pursuant to HIPAA regulations 45 C.F.R. I 164.502 and 45 C.F.R. I 164.508, I, 
JAMES CLARK, hereby authorize and direct you to release any and all records, reports and 
information, and other documentation in your files, including but not limited to copies of 
any x-rays and raw testing data, concerning my past, present or future physical or mental 
condition to any representative of the law firm of Anderson, Julian & Hull, P. O. Box 7426, 
Boise, Idaho 83707-7426, by permitting their examination and by furnishing copies 
thereof, upon presentation of this Authorization and upon their request for such records, 
reports or information. With respect to behavioral health records, special permission is 
authorized for purposes of releasing substance abuse, psychiatric/mental health and/or HIV 
information. 
I further authorize any physician who has attended me at any time to consult with 
or discuss my past, present or future medical condition and treatment with any member of 
the law firm of Anderson, Julian & Hull. Anderson, Julian & Hull must, before they initiate 
conversations with any past treating physician or health provider, give notice to Claimant's 
counsel of their intent to so communicate. The Surety involved herein, Idaho State 
Insurance Fund, retains the right to communicate with any of Claimant's treating 
physicians in regard to Claimant's treatment and rehabilitation. 
I further consent that a photocopy of this Authorization may be used in lieu of the 
original thereof. This Authorization shall be valid during the pendency of this claim or until 
revoked in writing by me. This Authorization shall expire upon settlement or judicial 
resolution of the pending worker's compensation case. 
You are hereby informed that this release is at my request and is in conjunction 
with a workers' compensation claim submitted by the undersigned before the Industrial 
Commission of the State of Idaho. You are further advised that this authorization shall be 
used in conjunction with this workers' compensation claim only. 
You are further requested and directed to forward a copy of said medical records, 
reports and/or information to James Clark, 10402 Railroad lane, Payette, Idaho 83661. 
You are further advised that payment for the obtaining of these records, reports and/or 
information shall be borne by the law firm of Anderson, Julian & Hull, and that the bill for 
payment for submission of such records shall be submitted to said firm at P. O. Box 7426, 
Boise, Idaho 83707-7426. 
I understand that information used or disclosed pursuant to this Authorization may 
be subject to redisclosure by the recipient and no longer protected under HIPAA. It is 
further understood that the information obtained under this authorization by either party 
and their attorneys shall be regarded as confidential and maintained as such; that such 
information, records and reports shall be used in conjunction with the pending 
compensation case and for no other purpose. 
Date: 
----------------------------
AUTHORIZATION - 1 
By ________________ _ 




STATE OF IDAHO 
ss. 
County of _______ ' 
On this day 2009, before me, a Notary Public for 
said State, personally appeared JAMES CLARK, known or identified to me to be the person 
whose name is subscribed to the within and foregoing instrument, and acknowledged to 
me that *he voluntarily executed the same. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my official seal 
the day and year in this certificate first above written. 
NOTARY PUBLIC FOR IDAHO 
Residing at ____________ , Idaho 
My Commission Expires: ________ _ 
(SEAL) 
AUTHORIZATION - 2 
AUTHORIZA TI D DIRECTION FOR RELEASE OF AL RECORDS 
TO: 
Pursuant to HIPAA regulations 45 C.F.R. 1 164.502 and 45 C.F.R. I 164.508, I, 
JAMES CLARK, hereby authorize and direct you to release any and all records, reports and 
information, and other documentation in your files, including but not limited to copies of 
any x-rays and raw testing data, concerning my past, present or future physical or mental 
condition to any representative of the law firm of Anderson, Julian & Hull, P. O. Box 7426, 
Boise, Idaho 83707-7426, by permitting their examination and by furnishing copies 
thereof, upon presentation of this Authorization and upon their request for such records, 
reports or information. With respect to behavioral health records, special permission is 
authorized for purposes of releasing substance abuse, psychiatric/mental health and/or HIV 
information. 
I further authorize any physician who has attended me at any time to consult with 
or discuss my past, present or future medical condition and treatment with any member of 
the law firm of Anderson, Julian & Hull. Anderson, Julian & Hull must, before they initiate 
conversations with any past treating physician or health provider, give notice to Claimant's 
counsel of their intent to so communicate. The Surety involved herein, Idaho State 
Insurance Fund, retains the right to communicate with any of Claimant's treating 
physicians in regard to Claimant's treatment and rehabilitation. 
I further consent that a photocopy of this Authorization may be used in lieu of the 
original thereof. This Authorization shall be valid during the pendency of this claim or until 
revoked in writing by me. This Authorization shall expire upon settlement or judicial 
resolution of the pending worker's compensation case. 
You are hereby informed that this release is at my request and is in conjunction 
with a workers' compensation claim submitted by the undersigned before the Industrial 
Commission of the State of Idaho. You are further advised that this authorization shall be 
used in conjunction with this workers' compensation claim only. 
You are further requested and directed to forward a copy of said medical records, 
reports and/or information to James Clark, 10402 Railroad Lane, Payette, Idaho 83661. 
You are further advised that payment for the obtaining of these records, reports and/or 
information shall be bome by the law firm of Anderson, Julian & Hull, and that the bill for 
payment for submission of such records shall be submitted to said firm at P. O. Box 7426, 
Boise, Idaho 83707-7426. 
I understand that information used or disclosed pursuant to this Authorization may 
be subject to redisclosure by the recipient and no longer protected under HIPAA. It is 
further understood that the information obtained under this authorization by either party 
and their attorneys shall be regarded as confidential and maintained as such; that such 
information, records and reports shall be used in conjunction with the pending 
compensation case and for no other purpose. 
Date: 
----------------------------
AUTHORIZATION - 1 
By ______________________________ ___ 
JAMES CLARK, Claimant 
D/B:  
SSN:  
STATE OF IDAHO 
ss. 
County of ________ ' 
On this day 2009, before me, a Notary Public for 
said State, personally appeared JAMES CLARK, known or identified to me to be the person 
whose name is subscribed to the within and foregoing instrument, and acknowledged to 
me that *he voluntarily executed the same. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my official seal 
the day and year in this certificate first above written. 
NOTARY PUBLIC FOR IDAHO 
Residing at ____________ , Idaho 
My Commission Expires: 
-----------------
(SEAl) 
AUTHORIZATION - 2 
~WEsr¥\IJJEY 
MEDICAL CENTER 
17 1 i.vlinSion A\.'em",. Caidwtll.lDIf3G05. (208)4S9-464:l 
is authorization will expire on the following: (Fill in the Date or the Event but not both.) 
te: \ Event: ----:J l \ i\ e C:c; fA -,- :v~. 
his request for psychotherapy 
.ther authorization for other items 
;cription: Date(s): 












DB nursing assess 




knowledge, drug abuse, psychiatric, mV testing, HIV 
tIts or 
derstand that: 
I may refuse to sign this authorization and that it is strictly voluntary. 
My treatment, payment, enrollment or eligibility for benefits may not be conditioned on signing this authorization. 
I may revoke this authorization at any time in writing, but if! do, it will not have any affect on any actions taken prior to receiving the 
revocation. Further details may be found in the Notice of Privacy Practices. 
If the requester or receiver is not a health plan or health care provider, the released information may no longer be protected by federal 
privacy regulations and may be rediscJosed. 
I understand that I may see and obtain a copy of the information described on this form, for a reasonable copy fee, if I ask for it. 
I get a copy of this form after I sign it. 
:s, describe: 
'e read the above and authorize th~ disclosure of the protected health information as stated. 
ature of PatlentIPlan Member/Guardian or PatientIPlan Member Representative: Date: 
t Name of Patient(Plan Member'S Representative: Relationship to PatientIPlan Member: 
ASaint Alphonsus 
'0' Regional Medical Center 
1055 N. Curtis Rd .• Boise. Idaho 83706· (208J367-2121 
! authorize the use or release/disclosure of protected 
health information regarding the named individual as 
described below. 
The following person or organization is authorized to 
DISCLOSE the specified information: 
Name: 
Street Address: SAINT ALPHONSUS 
REGIONAL MEDICAL CENTER 
City, State, Zip: MEDICAL INFORMATION SERVICES 
1055 N. Curtis Road 
Boise, Idaho 83706 Phone Number: 
AUTHORIZATION TO USE OR DISCLOSE 
PROTECTED HEALTH INFORMATION 
Patienfs Full Name (Including maiden name) 
James Clark 
Have you been here under any other name(s)? 
Birth date 
 
Medical Record Number 
The following person or organization Is authorized to 
~ tlj~ i~orrnation: _ I. ~ 1 L .11 
Name:f-11'\fjJJ 5~7~ +1\~ 
Street Address: 2~ :5. 5~ 5+, ±} / LX) 
City, State, ZlP~(.6-e.- ::r.o '6 3J D Z-
I Phone Number: 3y Lf -5500 
This information is to be used for the following purpose(slonly: ' 
WDVI{J,yI:::, ~~ ofL;Ql\ cUC1vvh 
The specific information to be releasedlcftsclosed is specified below: 0 Complete Medical Record 
,lZlllnpatientJOutpt Surgery Je1 Emergency Dept. Js;;i.Qutoatient Diag. Tests 0 Cancer Treatment Ctr. 
Date(s): Date(s): Test Date Date(s): ____ ----
t:::bDischarge Summary ~R Report f;3>Laboratory __ 0 Discharge Summary 
':B'History and Physical L;3:>Complete Record ~-rays __ 0 History and Physical 
~perative Report 0 J6 CT Scans __ 0 Treatment Summary 
~ Pathology Report 0 '{;;±Nuclear Med __ 0 Laboratory Reports 
~rogress Notes 0 Billing Records j2) EEG __ 0 Follow-up Reports 
.kB Orders 0 Claim Form ~KG __ 0 Consultations 
)f9-laboratory 0 Detailed Bill W/ascular Study __ 0 Progress Notes 
'0 X-rays, 0 Other Outpatient Dept. 1S3 Sleep Study __ 0 X-rayslCTlNuclear Mad 
\Ia,Pertinent Record Set DiOEchocardlogram __ 0 EKG 
o 0 -taPulmonary Test __ 0 _______ _ 
o 0 o Other 0 
I understand that if the person or entity that receives the information is not a health care provider or health plan covered by federal 
privacy regulations, the information described above may be redlsclosed and no longer protected by these regulations. 
I understand that I may refuse to sign this authorization and that my refusal to sign will not affect my consent to the use or disclosure 
of my protected health information for purposes of treatment, payment or health care operations. I may inspect or copy any 
information used/disclosed under this authorization. 
I understand that I may revoke this authorization in writing at any time at the address found below, except to the extent that 
information has already been released in reso01lse to this authorization. Unless otherwise revoked, this authorization will expire on 
the following date~ year or reSOlution orc.alm .If I fail to specify an expiration date, this authorization will expire In six months. 
SPECIRC AUTHORIZATION 
I understand that my health information to be released MAY INCLUDE information that is related to sexually transmitted I 
disease, acquired immunodeficiency syndrome (AIDS), or human immunodeficiency virus (HIV). behavioral or mental ~i 
health services, and/or treatment for alcohol and/or drug abuse. My signature below authorizes release of all such 
information, unless I have crossed it out, and initialed It. Initials 
.. 
Signature of Patient or Legal Representative: Date: 
Name of Personal Representative (If applicable) (Please print): Relationship to Patient: 
(A copy of thIS signed form will be provided to the patient or legal representatIVe.) Address: Saint Alphonsus Regional MedIcal Center, 
Medicallnformatlon Services Department. 1055 N. Curtis Road, Boise, 10 83706, Phone: 208-367-2101 
I 
.st. Luke' ... :~egional Med Center 
St. Luke's Meridian Medical Center 
Wood River Medical Center 
AUTHORIZATION TO DISCLOSE PROTECTED HEALTH INFORMATION 
I authorize the use or disclosure of the named individual's health information as described below: 
Patient's Full Name: James Clark 
--------------------------------
Date of Birth:  
Have you been seen here under any other name? ____________________________ _ 
Address:  
Payette, Idaho 83661 
Telephone: _____________ _ 
Medical Record 
Covering the period(s) ofhealthcare: ____________________________ _ 
The type of information to be used or disclosed is as follows (check the appropriate boxes and include other 
information where indicated) 
B Pertinent Record Set 
)g Discharge Suullnary 
~ History & Physical 
£] Consultation Report 
!E>Procedure Report 
g Pathology Report 
~ Emergency Services Report 
o Other (Please Specify) 
b Laboratory Reports: 
.E;)EEG 
'§ Radiology Reports: 
)§EKG 
JZl OrderslProgress Notes 
o Billing Records 
I understand that the information in my health record may include information relating to sexually transmitted disease, 
acquired immunodeficiency syndrome (AIDS), or human immunodeficiency virus (RN). It may also include information 
about behavioral or mental health services, and treatment for alcohol and drug abuse. My signature below authorizes release 
of all such information unless I have crossed it out and' 'tialed it. DYes 0 No> Initials 
.-----:---
The following person or organization is to 
receive the information: 
Nrune:.-L~~~~~~~~~~~4_~~~~~------------­
Street Address:-.:::!::!='--....... '--=-'---' ..... -'-''-:::-~1.::_'_----===_ .................. '-------
City, State, Zjp; __ .........,~":-~~'::-=-if!".~:.......4-"-"-=-------
Phone Number: ------~~~~~~~-----------------------
This information for which Pm authorizing disclosure will be used for the following purpose(s) only: 
Worker's Compensation Litigation 
I understand that I have a right to revoke this authorization at any time. I understand this if I revoke this authorization at any 
time. I understand that if I revoke this authorization, I must do so in writing and present my written revocation to Health 
Infonnation Services. I understand that the revocation will not apply to information that has already been released in 
response to this authorization. I understand that the revocation will not apply to my insurance company when the law 
provides my insurer with the right to contest a claim under my policy. 
Unless I specify differently, this authorization wiD expire1 year or resolution of the Claim 
If I fail to specify an expiration or event, this authorization will expire in one year from the date it was signed. 
I understand that if the person or entity that receives the information is not a health care provider or health plan covered by 
federal law regulations, the information described above may be rediscIosed and no longer protected by these regulations. I 
understand authorizing the use or disclosure of the information identified above is voluntary. I need not sign this form to 
ensure health care treatment. 
Signature of patient or legal representative If signed by legal representative, relationship to patient 
Date: __________________ _ 
Rf03-01-020 7/10/02 Rev. 1/29/03, 4114103, S/1O/03 
-~;. Health .... .. PlUMARY HEALTH, lNC. AUTHORIZATION TO RELEASE PATIENT INFORMATION 
PATlENT NAME: . ....;;.J..;;;.am:.;.;..;;e;.;;s_C.,;;,..;;..;la_r..;..;k ___________ ~_Maiden/othcr name:. ______ _ 





City State Zip 
I hetVY authorize and request the release of the following information: 
_.."c..&-.-....;All Patient Information 
, Patient Infonnation for visit date(s) of to _____ _ 
____ AU Billing Statements 
Telephone 
_________ Ofu~(~~uy):. ______________________________________________________________ __ 
PLEASE SEND MY RECORDS TO: ~"'E:PY\ 3~ -t-±tJfl 
zr::D ~.rYh~. #-lOO 
A~& ill ~3-'][)2- 3LfLf.-S-oOO 
City State Zip , 
Purpose for release of infonnation: f.J..X)-YW IS e.Dfr-PWi) &zb-wl Telephone (l)oim 
If you do not wish to release records containing information regarding the diagnosis or treatment ofHIV (aids virus), 
other sexually transmitted diseases, drug and or alcohol abuse, mental illness or psychiatric treatment, please initial 
here . Unless initialed here this infonnation is deemed permissIble to release. 
Upon request. I may limit the amount of time that this consent for release of information is valid. I may revoke this 
authorization in \Vrlting at any time. I understand that the revocation will not apply to information that has already been 
released. 1 understand that authorizing the disclosure of this information is voluntary. I can refuse to sign this 
authorization and know that I do not need to sign to asSure treatmc:nt I understand that any disclosure of information 
carries with it the potential for unauthorized re-disclosure by the recipient 
Photocopies or facsimile ofthi~ Authorization shan b~ considered to be the same as a signed originaJ document. 
Signature: Datc:, ____________ _ 
Relationship to patient (Ifparcnt or guardian): ______________ _ 
This Q.uthot'lzatiol1. conforms to tIle regulations promulgared under Section JjJ of the Comprellt!flsive AlcollOI Abuse and Alcoholism Prwtmtion. 
Treatment ami Rehabilitation Act a/19870 of SccriOlf 408 of tilt! Drug Abuse OJflce QnJ Treatment Act of 1972. 
STATEOF _________________________ ~) 
;SS. 
Countyof _________ --') 
On th.is day oC • 200-, bcfun: me, l:l noW')" public: in nnd for snid Stille, personally lI.ppearcrl 
James Clanr-- • Iamwn to me to be the pcr:Km whose nwnc is subscribed to the within lnsttument, and 
IN WI'l"NESS WHEREOF,1 have hereunto set my hand and seal rhc !:by and ycIIr first ubovc written. 
NOTARY PUBLIC FOR 
R~mmgAt ________________________________ ___ 
SEAL M)' CammissionExpir~: ___________ _ 
G/form.slmcd :release 
AUtl10nZanon Kl::;VUKt.U or.: ______ _ 
o 
702 Sun,\'(sl Drive, OnfcfI'iv, Oregon 971) 14 
lIIerot 0 In writing by Client 
Telephone,' (.541; BB9-9/67 
Fax: (54)) 8""9:-7873' 
AUTHORIZATION TO DISCLOSE, RECEIVE AND USE PROTECTED HEALTH INFORMATION 
Clark James 
Last Nsme Middle Name 
Social Security Number:  
EC,IPIENT' (Person O(a.9~~cy:to'ahd/6r froh:'wtlorn'~if~way5, may' r8cet~ '~rid/6r'dlscl9s'eaif{y!p,rorEitcted, h'i~Hh'il'){orry1ation)': '::<:':7~)~::: ,'1:;:[' 
~~.:a,~!.~!r$on or A~~~~~~_ .. _8.!Jg,~,r.s~Qn.....J.ullaa.ad:lyj1J .. LP,_" "'" ""."'_'_'" _ " ________ .. _ .. _, ____ , _____ -~-_ .. _____ ~.---_ 
::Jdress orp~rson or Agenoy; P.O. Box 7426, Boise, Idaho 83707-7426 
1',f.E'9f,INffcif\MM:I9.N!~:ij;!;::;:~~~!;:(t~jit!~;}~j~4~x~0:;:;:~S~~;f,.(,;:\'{;·::flj~~n·:I&.~J~~;,;'r,:!~~;,';'J:.~i~~2~;'~£i~K!:';m~::ft~;~~?~,;~~~:,W\;j:~~;~i\~f§~~fu~~~i~~~; 
{checking' alld InltlallllQ ~ of the lines below, I specifically authorize the disclosure, receIpt and use at the type of protected health 
formation [ have checked and In~laled. 
j Mental Health Assessment 
I_ 
I-
Mental H~alth P.r6gtes$ Noles 
Mental Health Dlspharge Summary 
1_' _ Psy"hlatrlc Assessment 
) __ Psychiatric Progr~$a Notes 
1__ Information abol.t Sexuli'\l Assault 
,-_-_'_' Information aboutChrld Abuse and NegJect 
I Educational Records ' 
!z::"'i>I,l;.Geneml" Medical Records 
___ 9th~f: ____________________________ _ 
__ ' Othiiir:, 
fi(l __ SUbstallce Abus!t Assessment 
00 __ Substance Abuse Progr~ss Notes 
IN __ Substance Abuse Discharge Summary 
o __ DeVelopmental Disability Asaes.&ment 
CJ __ Developmenial Disability Progress Notss 
o __ I nfcrmatlon about ae;ruaily transmltted dlseast:i!l 
o __ InfcrmatJC>M Neceassrl to Arrange Transpor..ation 
0 __ Information Necessary to Deal with an Emergcmcy 
0 __ Information about HIWAIDS-related Te~tJng (Including the fact,· 
that an HrV test Was ordered or reported, regardless 'of 
whether the results of such 1eG'ls were positiVE! or negetlVe) 
.' . "'~,\~"'I"I!f'J'l' I? [B r,*'~t~f~~', co! ~. 
, initialing 2M of the IInEis b&low. I speclflcaJJy authorize dIsclosure, reoelpt and use of th& type of Infonnation indicated above by my 
tlals tor the term j havEl checked and Initialed beiO'lN, I understand that I can revoKe this authortzatlon at any tlme by notifying Lifsways In 
Itlng of the revocation. I understand that revoklng this elulho,lzation will not affect information tha1 ha5 already been disclosed. receJved 
uaed by L1fewaya snc.t/or the party or pa.rtle& from or to whom it was received or disclosed. 
Is authorizatIon \vllI remain In effect: ' "Ii:! __ for one year from ~he date Df thi3 authorization. 
o __ from the date ofthls f'lulhori<:atlon until _________________ _ 
00 ~ until the following evetlTt occurs: Resolution of Claim 
D~ other; 
e .proteded heelih information covered by his Eluthorlzatlon mey be used for the purpose:; I have chetcked and Inltialsd bele)'w: 
__ To assess ellgrbliity and need for'treatment , 0 __ ' To plan and coordinate treatment 
Other: Worker's Compensation Litigation 
1: 0; the person whos.e protect&d health information is 
covered by ilia authorization. 
C the parent of th.e minor o.1,ild whose protected h.ealth 
lnformation is oOY!l'ed by th,i.s authori2:stion. 
o the jegai guardian or custodian of tlte person whose protected 
health informa.tion is covered by this authorizatIon. 
o authorized:o sign by 11 currently valid health cai't povrel' of 
a.ttomay, 
(lve read Gmt uJlderSffl!l({ tfll! terms oj rills A"tjlo"/~rttl()n (0 DlsclO!i!, Reoefve (il/d Usc Pl'otecUd H'l.altfl iriforl1U1tiCm. .By my 
wture belo iV" J volllllttirily rtutllori'll! disclosure, f'iwelpf (/II(/ use of my protected health Informal107l Ill' indicated above. I CUI! 
,ke it (It ll!1)1 tlm~ by lIotlfylllg Lljell'rlYs in wrltlng, 
Prl"l!,d '.lame of Authorizing Person , Signature or Authorizing Parson DatI!! Signed 
Printsd Name 01 Witness Signature of WItness Datil Slgn8d 
AUTHORIZA N AND DIRECTION FOR RE F RECORDS 
The undersigned hereby authorizes and directs the COUNTY 
PROSECUTOR AND/OR THE COUNTY SHERIFF, to release any and 
all information concerning any charges which have been filed against me, dismissed 
or not, to any member of the law firm of Anderson, Julian & Hull, P. O. Box 7426, 
Boise, Idaho 83707-7426, by permitting their examination and by furnishing copies 
thereof, upon presentation of this Authorization and upon their request for such 
records, reports or information. This authorization includes medical records, 
psychiatric records, psychological records, disciplinary reports and all other 
documentation. 
! further consent that a photocopy of this Authorization may be used in lieu 
of the original thereof. This Authorization shall be valid during the pendency of this 
claim. 
You are hereby informed that this is in conjunction with a workers' 
compensation claim submitted by the undersigned before the Industrial Commission 
of the State of Idaho. You are further advised that this authorization shall be used 
in conjunction with this workers' compensation claim only. 
You are further requested and directed to forward a copy of said records, 
reports and/or information to James Clark, 10402 Railroad lane, Payette, Idaho 83661, 
the Claimant in conjunction with this workers' compensation claim. You are further 
advised that payment for the obtaining of these records, reports and/or information 
shall be borne by the law firm of Anderson, Julian & Hull, and that the bill for 
payment for submission of such records shall be submitted to said firm at P. O. Box 
7426, Boise, Idaho 83707-7426. 
It is further understood that the information obtained under this authorization 
by either party and their attorneys shall be regarded as confidential and maintained 
as such; that such information, records and reports shall be used in conjunction 
with the pending compensation case and for no other purpose. 
DATE: 
------------------------
AUTHORIZATION - 1 
JAMES CLARK, Claimant 
0/8:  
SSN:  
STATE OF IDAHO 
ss. 
County of ______ ' 
On this day of , 2009, before me, a Notary 
Public for said State, personally appeared James Clark, known or identified to me 
to be the person whose name is subscribed to the within and foregoing instrument, 
and acknowledged to me that he voluntarily executed the same. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my official 
seal the day and year in this certificate first above written. 
NOTARY PUBLIC FOR IDAHO 
Residing at ___________ , Idaho 
My Commission Expires: _______ _ 
(SEAL) 
AUTHORIZATION - 2 
AUTHORIZA TI DIRECTION FOR RELEASE RECORDS 
The undersigned hereby authorizes and directs the STATE OF IDAHO, 
DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTIONS, to release my entire file concerning my past 
incarceration and related charges to any member of the law firm of Anderson, Julian & 
Hull, P. O. Box 7426, Boise, Idaho 83707-7426, by permitting their examination and by 
furnishing copies thereof, upon presentation of this Authorization and upon their request for 
such records, reports or information. This authorization includes medical records, 
psychiatric records, psychological records, disciplinary reports and all other 
documentation. 
I further consent that a photocopy of this Authorization may be used in lieu of the 
original thereof. This Authorization shall be valid during the pendency of this claim. 
You are hereby informed that this is in conjunction with a workers' compensation 
claim submitted by the undersigned before the Industrial Commission of the State of Idaho. 
You are further advised that this authorization shall be used in conjunction with this 
workers' compensation claim only. 
You are further requested and directed to forward a copy of said records, reports 
andlor information to James Clark, 10402 Railroad Lane, Payette, Idaho 8366', the 
Claimant in conjunction with this workers' compensation claim. You are further advised 
that payment for the obtaining of these records, reports andlor information shall be borne 
by the law firm of Anderson, Julian & Hull, and that the bill for payment for submission of 
such records shall be submitted to said firm at P. O. Box 7426, Boise, Idaho 83707-7426. 
It is further understood that the information obtained under this authorization by 
either party and their attorneys shall be regarded as confidential and maintained as such; 
that such information, records and reports shall be used in conjunction with the pending 
compensation case and for no other purpose. 
DATE: 
AUTHORIZATION - 1 
By ____________________________ __ 
JAMES CLARK, Claimant 
D/B:  
SSN:  
STATE OF IDAHO) 
) ss. 
County of ) 
On this day of ,2009, before me, a Notary Public for 
said State, personally appeared James Clark, known or identified to me to be the person 
whose name is subscribed to the within and foregoing instrument, and acknowledged to 
me that he voluntarily executed the same. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my official seal 
the day and year in this certificate first above written. 
NOTARY PUBLIC FOR IDAHO 
Residing at __________ , Idaho 
My Commission Expires: _______ _ 
(SEAL) 
AUTHORIZATION - 2 
AUTHORIZATI _ ~ND DIRECTION FOR RELEASE RECORDS 
The undersigned hereby authorizes and directs the STATE OF OREGON, 
DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTIONS, to release my entire file concerning my past 
incarceration and related charges to any member of the law firm of Anderson, Julian & 
Hull, P. O. Box 7426, Boise, Idaho 83707-7426, by permitting their examination and by 
furnishing copies thereof, upon presentation of this Authorization and upon their request for 
such records, reports or information. This authorization includes medical records, 
psychiatric records, psychological records, disciplinary reports and all other 
documentation. 
I further consent that a photocopy of this Authorization may be used in lieu of the 
original thereof. This Authorization shall be valid during the pendency of this claim. 
You are hereby informed that this is in conjunction with a workers' compensation 
claim submitted by the undersigned before the Industrial Commission of the State of Idaho. 
You are further advised that this authorization shall be used in conjunction with this 
workers' compensation claim only. 
You are further requested and directed to forward a copy of said records, reports 
and/or information to James Clark, 10402 Railroad lane, Payette, Idaho 83661, the 
Claimant in conjunction with this workers' compensation claim. You are further advised 
that payment for the obtaining of these records, reports and/or information shall be borne 
by the law firm of Anderson, Julian & Hull, and that the bill for payment for submission of 
such records shall be submitted to said firm at P. O. Box 7426, Boise, Idaho 83707-7426. 
It is further understood that the information obtained under this authorization by 
either party and their attorneys shall be regarded as confidential and maintained as such; 
that such information, records and reports shall be used in conjunction with the pending 
compensation case and for no other purpose. 
DATE: ________________ __ 
AUTHORIZATION - 1 
By __________________________ __ 
JAMES CLARKI Claimant 
0/8:  
SSN:  
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
) ss. 
County of ______ 1 
On this day of , 2009, before me, a Notary Public for 
said State, personally appeared James Clark, known or identified to me to be the person 
whose name is subscribed to the within and foregoing instrument, and acknowledged to 
me that he voluntarily executed the same. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my official seal 
the day and year in this certificate first above written. 
NOTARY PUBLIC FOR IDAHO 
Residing at __________ , Idaho 
My Commission Expires: _______ _ 
(SEAL) 
AUTHORIZATION - 2 
ANDERSON, JULIAN & HULL LLP 
C. W. Moore Plaza 
250 South 5th Street, Suite 700 
P. O. Box 7426 
Boise, 10 83707-7426 
Telephone: (208) 344-5800 
Facsimile: (208) 344-5510 
Alan K. Hull - ISB No.:1568 
Attorneys for Defendants 
a ORIGINAL 
BEFORE THE INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION OF THE STATE OF IDAHO 
JAMES W. CLARK, 
Claimant, 
vs. 
CRY BABY FOODS, LLC, 
Employer, 
and 




I.C. No. 08-013505 
INTERROGATORIES TO 
CLAIMANT 
COME NOW the Defendants, pursuant to the rules and regulations of the 
Industrial Commission of the State of Idaho and hereby submit the following 
interrogatories and request that the same be answered under oath and within thirty 
(30) days from the date of receipt thereof as provided in said rules and regulations 
promulgated by the Industrial Commission of the State of Idaho. If you cannot 
INTERROGA TORIES TO CLAIMANT - 1 
answer any interrogatory in full after exercising due diligence to secure the 
information, so state, specifying the reason for your inability to answer and, to the 
extent possible, state whatever information and knowledge you have concerning 
the remainder. 
These interrogatories are deemed continuing interrogatories and your 
answers thereto are to be supplemented as additional information becomes 
available to you. 
INTERROGATORY NO.1: State the names and addresses of all persons who 
witnessed the accident alleged in your Complaint; in regard to each of said 
witnesses, state what you contend each of said witnesses observed and the 
location of each of said witnesses from the point where said alleged accident 
occurred. 
INTERROGATORY NO.2: State specifically and expressly all of the 
circumstances surrounding said alleged accident, that is, how said alleged accident 
occurred. 
INTERROGATORY NO.3: State whether, since the date of said accident 
alleged in your Complaint, you have been employed in any capacity whatsoever. If 
so, state the names and addresses of all businesses or persons for whom you have 
been employed, and in each of said instances of employment, state the periods of 
employment, the nature of your duties in each of said employments and your 
earnings. Include within your answer any self-employment. 
INTERROGATORIES TO CLAIMANT - 2 
W7 
INTERROGATORY NO.4: Have you applied for unemployment 
compensation benefits since the date of the accident alleged in your Complaint? If 
so, state whether you received unemployment compensation benefits; if so, the 
periods covered, the amounts received and the jurisdiction which was the source of 
said benefits. 
INTERROGATORY NO.5: State whether, since the date of the accident 
alleged in your Complaint, you have made application for employment with any 
individual, business or agency. If so, state the name and address of the person, 
business or agency with whom you made such application for employment and in 
each instance, the date of said application or applications. 
INTERROGATORY NO.6: State whether, since the date of the accident 
alleged in your Complaint, you have engaged in any travel outside the State of 
Idaho; if so, state when said travel occurred, where you traveled to and the dates 
in regard to each of said trips. 
INTERROGATORY NO.7: State precisely and in detail all injuries which you 
allege occurred as a result of the accident alleged in your Complaint. 
INTERROGATORY NO.8: State the names and addresses of all practitioners 
of the healing arts who have examined or treated you as a result of the alleged 
injuries which you allege resulted from said alleged accident. In regard to each of 
said practitioners, state the dates of said treatment and/or examinations. Include 
within your answer the names and addresses of any hospitals in which you have 
INTERROGATORIES TO CLAIMANT - 3 
been hospitalized and the dates of the hospitalizations. Describe in detail any 
treatment you received. 
INTERROGATORY NO.9: Preceding the date of the accident alleged in your 
Complaint, state the names and addresses of all practitioners of the healing arts 
who examined or treated you for any reason at any time during your lifetime and 
the approximate dates of such examinations and/or treatments and the nature of 
your injuries or condition necessitating each of said examinations or treatments. 
Include within your answer the names and addresses of any hospitals in which you 
have been hospitalized, as well as the dates of hospitalization and the condition or 
conditions treated. 
INTERROGATORY NO.1 0: State the names and addresses of all persons or 
businesses for whom you were employed during your lifetime and prior to the date 
of the accident alleged in your Complaint; in regard to each of said employments, 
state the dates thereof and, generally, the nature of your duties in each of said 
employments and your earnings in each of said employments. Include within your 
answer any self-employment. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 11: State whether, prior to or since the date of the 
accident alleged in your Complaint, you made claim for any compensation benefits 
under the laws of any jurisdiction for injuries resulting from any accident or 
occupational disease. If so, state when each of said claims were made and the 
disposition of each of said claims, including any permanent physical impairment 
and/or permanent partial disability awarded. 
INTERROGATORIES TO CLAIMANT - 4 
INTERROGATORY NO. 12: In your Complaint, you have alleged that you 
have sustained, as a result of the alleged accident, a permanent disability. Please 
state the amount of permanent disability which you allege resulted from the alleged 
accident which is the subject of this claim and the name and address of any 
practitioner of the healing arts who has rendered an opinion concerning the degree 
of permanent impairment or permanent disability which you alleged and state what 
said opinion is. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 13: State whether the disability which is claimed in 
the Complaint and which is the subject matter of this claim is caused solely by the 
alleged accident described in Interrogatory No.2. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 14: State whether the total disability which is 
permanent as al/eged in the Complaint is the result of an aggravation or 
acceleration of any previous conditions or injury. If your answer is in the 
affirmative, state and describe in detail: 
a. The nature of any such pre-existing injury or condition; 
b. How any such pre-existing injury or condition occurred or came to 
exist; 
c. Whether you ever received a permanent disability rating with respect 
to any such previous injury or condition; 
d. The nature and degree to which you claim the accident aggravated or 
accelerated any such pre-existing condition or injury. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 15: If your answer to Interrogatory No. 13 is in the 
affirmative, state whether any such previous condition or injury constituted a 
INTERROGA TORIES TO CLAIMANT - 5 
hindrance or obstacle to your obtaining employment, and if it was, describe how it 
constituted a hindrance or obstacle to your obtaining employment. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 16: If your answer to the immediately preceding 
interrogatory is in the affirmative, please describe in detail each and every 
hindrance or obstacle incurred. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 17: State whether you have received training 
through any type of vocational rehabilitation program. If so, state when the same 
occurred, the jurisdiction in which you obtained said vocational rehabilitation and 
the nature of courses pursued under each of said programs. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 18: Have you sustained injuries as a result of any 
type of accident, industrial or non-industrial in nature, which required examination 
or treatment by any physician? If so, state when the same occurred, a brief 
description of the circumstances surrounding the same, where the same occurred, 
and the names and addressees of any physicians who examined or treated you 
therefor. If you were hospitalized as a result thereof, state when you were 
hospitalized and the names and addresses of the hospitals where you were 
hospitalized. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 19: State whether you have received any type of 
benefits from any source whatsoever, disability, welfare, unemployment, etc., 
since the date of the accident alleged in your Complaint to the present time. If so, 
state the periods covered, the source of the benefits, and the amounts received. 
INTERROGA TORIES TO CLAIMANT - 6 
CJJ/ 
INTERROGATORY NO. 20: State whether you have received injuries as a 
result of any accident since the date of the accident alleged in your Complaint. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 21: If your answer to the immediately preceding 
interrogatory is in the affirmative, state the circumstances and facts surrounding 
the same, when the same occurred, the location of said accident, the name and 
address of the other party or parties involved in said accident, and the name and 
address of any physician or hospital that provided treatment. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 22: If your answer to Interrogatory No. 20 is in the 
affirmative, state whether you have made claim against any business, individual or 
insurance company as a result of said accident. If so, state the name and address 
of the individual, business or insurance company against whom such claim was 
made and when such claim was made. Include within your answer the disposition 
of the claim. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 23: State all wages which you have earned from all 
occupations or earnings from all sources during the period of five years immediately 
preceding the date of the accident alleged in your Complaint; also, state the names 
and addresses of all persons or businesses from whom said wages were derived 
and the amount of wages which were derived from each of said employers during 
said period of time. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 24: List the names, addresses and telephone 
numbers of each witness you intend to call at hearing in this matter. 
INTERROGA TORIES TO CLAIMANT - 7 
INTERROGATORY NO. 25: With regard to each individual listed in your 
answer to the immediately preceding interrogatory, describe in detail the testimony 
you expect each witness to give at the hearing in this matter. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 26: Please state the name, address, telephone 
number, occupation and job title of each individual whom you intend to call as an 
expert witness at the hearing and for each expert witness state his or her field of 
expertise, the subject on which he or she is expected to testify, and the substance 
of the facts and opinions for which he or she is expected to testify. 




A ttorneys for Defendants 
INTERROGA TORIES TO CLAIMANT - 8 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this I) day of August, 2008, I served a true 
and correct copy of the foregoing INTERROGATORIES TO CLAIMANT by delivering 
the same to each of the following, by the method indicated below, addressed as 
follows: 
James W. Clark 
10402 Rail Road Lane 
Payette, Idaho 83661 
INTERROGATORIES TO CLAIMANT - 9 
tKl U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
[ ] Hand-Delivered 
[ ] Overnight Mail 
\ I Facsimile 
\ 
ANDERSON, JULIAN & HULL LLP 
C. W. Moore Plaza 
250 South 5 th Street, Suite 700 
P. O. Box 7426 
Boise, 10 83707-7426 
Telephone: (208) 344-5800 
Facsimile: (208) 344-5510 
Alan K. Hull - ISB No.: 1568 
Attorneys for Defendants 
o ORIGItw. 
BEFORE THE INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION OF THE STATE OF IDAHO 
JAMES W. CLARK, 
Claimant, 
vs. 
CRY BABY FOODS, LLC, 
Employer, 
and 




I.C. No. 08-013505 
REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION OF 
DOCUMENTS AND THINGS TO 
CLAIMANT 
You are hereby requested to produce at the law offices of Anderson, Julian 
& Hull, C. W. Moore Plaza, 250 South 5 th Street, Suite 700, Boise, Idaho, within 
thirty (30) days of the service upon you of this Request for Production of 
Documents and Things, the following documents and things for inspection and/or 
copying. You may, in the alternative, attach a copy of the requested documents 
REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS AND THINGS TO CLAIMANT· 1 
and things to your response to this Request. This Request for Production of 
Documents and Things is a continuing request which requires that you ~upplement 
your response as additional material requested in this Request for Production of 
Documents and Things becomes available to you or your attorney. 
REQUEST NO.1: Please produce copies of each and every medical report 
which you have that pertains to Claimant. Include within your response copies of 
all lab tests, or other medical tests as well as reports, notes or letters of each and 
every physician or health provider you have seen. If you have x-rays, include a 
description of each x-ray as to date taken and physician who ordered it. 
REQUEST NO.2: Please produce a copy of each and every exhibit of 
whatever type that you intend to use at the hearing or during any deposition to be 
taken in this case. Include within your response copies of any photographs, x-rays 
or other tangible items which you may have that you intend to use as exhibits in 
this case. 
REQUEST NO.3: Please produce your income tax returns, both state and 
federal, for the ten years immediately preceding your alleged injury. By this 
Request, we seek a complete copy of each and every return you have filed, all 
W-2's, 1099's, or other evidence of earned income, and require the same to be 
produced. In the event that you do not have the tax returns, W-2's, 1099's, or 
other evidence of earned income, you are required to obtain them from the tax 
preparer or the Internal Revenue Service and the State Tax Commission of the 
State of Idaho. 
REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS AND THINGS TO CLAIMANT - 2 
REQUEST NO.4: You are requested to produce complete copies of your tax 
returns, both state and federal, for the year of your alleged injury and every year 
thereafter to the present. By this Request, we seek a complete copy of each and 
every return you have filed, all W-2's, 1099's, or other evidence of earned income, 
and require the same to be produced. In the event that you do not have the tax 
returns, W-2's, 1099's, or other evidence of earned income, you are required to 
obtain them from the tax preparer or the Internal Revenue Service and the State 
Tax Commission of the State of Idaho. 
REQUEST NO.5: Produce any and all correspondence which Claimant, 
Claimant's attorney, or anyone acting on behalf or at the request of Claimant has 
had with any of Claimant's physicians, health providers, rehabilitation specialists, 
or anyone else providing services in this claim. 
DA TED this ) '\ day of August, 2008. 




Alan . Hu, the Firm 
Attorneys for Defendants 
REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS AND THINGS TO CLAIMANT - 3 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 1--(' day of August, 2008, I served a true 
and correct copy of the foregoing REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS AND 
THINGS TO CLAIMANT by delivering the same to each of the following, by the 
method indicated below, addressed as follows: 
James W. Clark 
10402 Rail Road Lane 
Payette, Idaho 83661 
Y] U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
[ ] Hand-Delivered 
[ J Overnight Mail 
Facsimile 
AI.n.~ 
REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS AND THINGS TO CLAIMANT - 4 
I~I ~~l~IIF~A~N~D~ER~SO~'~J~U~L~IA~N~&~H~U~L~L~L~L~P~~~~~~~~~~~ I~ r y-.L _ Attorneys and Counselors at Law 
Robert A. Anderson 
Brian K. Julian 
Alan K. Hull 
Chris H. Hansen 
Phillip 1. Collaer 
Michael P. Stefanic 
Amy G. White 
Justin P. Aylsworth 
Mark D. Sebastian 
Matthew O. Pappas 
Rachael M. 0 'Bar 
Stephen L. Adams 
Robert A. Mills 
Bret A. Walther 
Yvonne A. Vaughan 
Referee Douglas Donohue 
Industrial Commission 
700 Clearwater 
P.O. Box 83720 
Boise, Idaho 83712 
June 12, 2009 
Re: I. C. No.: 08-013505 
Clark v. Cry Baby Foods, LLC 
Our File No.: 638-271 
Dear Referee Donohue: 
• , 'c 
C. W. Moore Plaza 
250 South Fifth Street, Suite 700 
Post Office Box 7426 




Web Site: www.ajhlaw.com 
With Attorneys Licensed to Practice in 
Idaho, CO, MD, OR, PA, UT and WA 
Although Defendants have on several previous occasions provided releases 
and discovery requests to Claimant, by separate letter of this date we have 
provided Claimant a complete set of medical and records releases, as well as 
Defendants' Interrogatories and Requests for Production of Documents and Things 
to ensure Claimant has the documentation necessary to comply with the June 10, 
2009, ORDER ON MOTION TO CEASE AND DESIST AND NOTICE OF INTENT TO RECOMMEND 
DISMISSAL. Attached please find a copy of our letter, including enclosures, which 
was forwarded to Claimant via First Class Mail and Certified Mail Return Receipt 
Requested. 
Thank you for your assistance. 
Enclosures 
cc: James Clark 
Very truly yours, 
Dictated but sent without signature 
to avoid delay 
Alan K. Hull 
~ 001/007 
2084144488 13:53 FAX 08/15/2008 I 
i 
• I " 
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BEFORE THE INDUSTRIAL COl\IMISSION OF THE STATE OF IDAHO 
JAMES W. CLARK, ) 
) 
Claimant, ) IC 2008-013505 
v. ) 
) 





IDAHO STATE INSURANCE FUND, ) 
JUN 1 5 2009 ) 
Surety, ) 
INDUSTAIAL COMMISSION Defendants. ) 
I hereby certify that on the -+---=--_ day of June, 2009, true and correct copies of 
CLAIMANT'S DOCUMENT FILED JUNE 15, 2009, (total 7 pages) in the above matter, 
were Sent by Facsimile Machine Process to the following: 
Rachael M. O'Bar Fax#: 344-5510 
P.O. Box 7426 
Boise, ID 83707 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - 1 
INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION 
~tcL;{,~~ 
Den . Burke 
Assistant Commission Secretary 
':)17 
Vbl I:J/LIJU~ I::J I~ rAil ~ Otl 41444tl8 OLSEN ENTERPRISES ~OOl/001 -
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BEFORE THE INDUSTRIAL COIVIMISSION OF THE STATE OF IDAHO 
JAMES W. CLARK, ) 
) 
Claimant, ) IC 2008-013505 
v. ) 
) 




) F r LED 
IDAHO STATE INSURAt~CE FUND, ) 
JUN 1 5 2009 ) 
Surety, ) 
INfJUST'RIAL COMMISSION Defendants. ) 
I hereby certify that on the ! Sf±:: day of June, 2009, true and correct copies of 
¥-- ADDITIONAL CLAIl\fANT'S DOCUMENT FILED JUNE 15, 2009, (total 1 pages) in the 
above matter, were Sent by Facsimile Machine Process to the following: 
Rachael M. O'Bar Fax#: 344-5510 
P.O. Box 7426 
Boise, ID 83707 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - 1 
ll\TDUSTRIAL COMMISSION 
,~, (/ .. ~ / tkJf~ 1\ li@/~tAZ 
Dena K. Burke 
Assistant Commission Secretary 
L1I1 
Robert A. Anderson 
Brian K. Julian 
Alan K. Hull 
Chris H. Hansen 
Phillip 1. Collaer 
Michael P. Stefanic 
Amy G. White 
Justin P. Aylsworth 
ANDERS , JULIAN & HULL LLP 
Attornevs and Counselors at Law 
Mark D. Sebastian 
Matthew O. Pappas 
Rachael M. 0 'Bar 
Stephen L. Adams 
Robert A. Mills 
Bret A. Walther 
Yvonne A. Vaughan 
/' f . 
I 
June 1 5, 2009 
c. W. Moore Plaza 
250 South Fifth Street, Suite 700 
Post Office Box 7426 




Web Site: www.ajhlaw.com 
With Attorneys Licensed to Practice in 
Idaho, CO, MD, OR, PA, UT and W A 
D CERTIFIED MAil RETURN RECEIPT REQUESTED 
Re: Clark v. Cry Baby Foods 
Our File No.: 638-271 
Dear Mr. Clark: 
In response to your two phone messages of this date, our correspondence of 
June 12, 2009, requested that you forward executed releases and discovery 
responses by means of a prepaid, self-addressed envelope. In the alternative, you 
may provide the releases and discovery responses directly to the Industrial 
Commission. There is no need for you to travel to Boise to comply with the 
Industrial Commission's Orders of February 6, 2009, June 3, 2009, and June 10, 
2009. 
With respect to your questions regarding the need for new releases, 
Defendants previously discussed this issue in the Motion for Sanctions, filed with 
the Industrial Commission on February 25, 2009. Certain releases were not 
completed and returned to Defendants (e.g., State of Idaho Department of 
Corrections and Authorization and Direction for Release of Records). The remaining 
releases were completed with alterations in the date range or types of records that 
could be received. Specifically, on the Primary Health records release you limited 
the dates of service to 1/1 /06 to 2/18/09. In another example, on the West Valley 
Medical Center release you marked the "Yes" box for disclosure of psychotherapy 
notes, which limits Defendants ability to obtain a complete set of records from the 
facility. Similarly, on the Lifeways and Saint Alphonsus releases, you checked 
boxes that limit Defendants' ability to obtain a complete set of records. 
June 15, 2009 
Page 2 
Accordingly, and pursuant to the Commission's Orders, please execute the 
releases and return them unaltered (i.e., do not check boxes or provide a date 
range for treatment dates). In addition, provide your responses to the 
Interrogatories and Requests for Production of Documents, originally served on 
August 15, 2008. Thank you. 
cc: 
Very truly yours, 
Counsel for Defendants Cry Baby Foods 
and Idaho State Insurance Fund 
Idaho Industrial commission/' 
IptI 
Robert A. Anderson 
Brian K. Julian 
Alan K. Hull 
Chris H. Hansen 
Phillip 1. Collaer 
Michael P. Stefanic 
Amy G. \Vhite 
Justin P. Aylsworth 
ANDERSO~, JULIAN & HULL LLP 
Attorneys and Counselors at Law 
Mark D. Sebastian 
Matthew O. Pappas 
Rachael M. O'Bar 
Stephen L. Adams 
Robert A. Mills 
Bret A. Walther 
Yvonne A. Vaughan 
June 16, 2009 
c. W. Moore Plaza 
250 South Fifth Street, Suite 700 
Post Office Box 7426 




Web Site: www.ajhlaw.com 
With Attorneys Licensed to Practice in 
Idaho, CO, MD, OR, PA, UT and W A 
VIA FIRST CLAS ND CERTIFIED MAIL RETURN RECEIPT REQUESTED 
James Clark 
1 0402 ~road Lane 
Payey~, Idaho 83661 
/ 
Re: Clark v. Cry Baby Foods 
Our File No.: 638-271 
Dear Mr. Clark: 
Enclosed for your records, please find copies of the following records we 
have recently received in connection with your worker's compensation claim: 
cc: 
1. Robert Hansen, M.D. (4117/09 - 5/29/09); 
2. Lifeways - Medication Profile (1011 /08 - 4115/09); 
3. Life Ways Medical records (12/9/08 - 5/7109); 
4. Weiser Memorial Hospital (411 /09); 
5. Holy Rosary Medical Center Sports & Orthopedic Rehab (4/24/09 -
5/20/09); and 
6. Industrial Commission Rehabilitation Division Case Notes (2/5/09 -
6/9/09) . 
Very truly yours, 
Counsel for Defendants Cry Baby Foods 
and Idaho State Insurance Fund 
Idaho Industrial Commission (w/o exhibits)/ 
'<42 FAX 08/23/2008 I. 2084144488 OLSEN ENTERPRISES 141001/001 /" 
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Claimant, 
v. 
CRY BABY FOODS, LLC, 
Employer, 
and 
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I hereby certify that on the :J <f day of June, 2009, true and correct copies of 
CLAIMANT'S FAXED MOTION TO RECONSIDER, FILED JUNE 23, 2009, (total 1 
page) in the above matter, was Sent by Facsimile Machine Process to the following: 
Rachael M. O'Bar Fax#: 344-5510 
P.O. Box 7426 
Boise, ID 83707 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - 1 
INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION 
~~eJ MfrU ~ DenaK. But 
Assistant Commission Secretary 
BEFORE THE INDUSTRIAL COl\1MISSION OF THE STATE OF IDAHO 
J A.M:ES W. CLARK, 
Claimant, 
v. 
CRY BABY FOODS, LLC, 
Employer, 
and 


















NOTICE OF INTENT 
TO RECOMMEND DISMISSAL 
This document notifies you that the undersigned Referee intends to recommend to the 
Commissi on dismissal of the Claimant's Complaint, as a sanction for Claimant's repeated refusal or 
failure to comply with Orders of the Commission. 
The dismissal would be without prejudice, which means the Complaint may be refiled with 
the Commission at any time within the applicable period as specified in Title 72, Idaho Code. 
If you believe the Complaint should not be dismissed as described above, you must explain in 
writing to the Commission within twenty-one (21) days of the date of this notice why this action 
should not be taken. 
'\ 
r' C\X '--'. 
DATED this~ day of June, 2009. 
INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION 
~,_~r--. 
Douglas ~. Donohue, Referee 
NOTICE OF INTENT TO RECOMMEND DISMISSAL - 1 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the ~day of June, 2009 a true and correct copy of NOTICE OF 
INTENT TO RECOMMEND DISMISSAL was served by regular United States mail upon each of 
the following: 
JAMES W CLARK 
10402 RAIL ROAD LANE 
PAYETTE ID 83661 
RACHAEL M O'BAR 
PO BOX 7426 
BOISE ID 83707 
db 
NOTICE OF INTENT TO RECOMMEND DISMISSAL - 2 
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August 7, 2008 
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James Waller Clark 
 
Cry Baby FoodlO 
4/17/08 
To Whom It May Concern: 
PAGE l 
./ 
141 0 01:1/0 11 
Fa.x Server 
~' ,r _. __ .. . ,. 
The Stale Insurance Fund is the workers compensation carrier for Cry Baby Foods at which 
James Walter Clark has filed an industrial claim. 
The State Insurance Fund is a member oflhe ISO Claim Search (ISO) system. We have received 
information from ISO lh~t you have also reponed workers compensation claims for James 
Walter Clark on May 9. 200S, February 13,2006. and August 16.2005. 
Enclosed is a signed and dated medical release ~uthoriz.alion. Please forward copies of all past 
medical records in refereoee to the claim reported to ISO, Submit this infonnation to the STATE 
rNSURANCE FUND, 1215 WEST STATE SmEET, BOX 83720, BOISE, IDAHO 83720~ . 
0044. ~. 
Thank you for yow assistance in this malter. If you have any questions. please contact me: 
directly at (208) 332·2422. 
JEWEL OWEN 
Senior Claims Examiner 
JO:lb~mo.d1X 
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STATE INSURANCE FUND 
August 1. 2008 
IDAHO DEPARTMENT Of CORRECTION 
MEDICAL RECORDS 







James Walter Owk 
 
Cry Baby Foods 
4/17/08 
1'0 Whom!t May Concern 
FAX (208) 327-7444 
We arc the workers eompensatioa cattier for Cry e~by Foods at wiuch James Walter Clark has 
fileci an illdu .. mal dlllm. 
In order for us to proceed with James Walter Clark's chum. It is n~cssary lllat we obtatn COpies 
of nil past medieaJ ~rds. ' 
Enclosed is a signed and dllted medtcal release authoriz.ation. Please forward cope! of aJl past 
medical records In reference to iVly tr~atment James Walter Clark he received in your fllClhty 
Submillhis informl1l.ion 10 the S1'A TE rNSURANCE FU};D, 1215 WEST ST A TE STREET, 
SOX 13720t BOISE, IDAHO t372~044. 
TIwlk you for your help In this matter. If you have any qUP.5Uoru, pleas~ contact tne chrectly 'at 
(208) 332-2422, 
SiJlceft>ly. aJ. ~ ~ 
Senior Clauns Examiner 
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BEFORE THE INDUSTRIAL COMlVIISSION OF THE STATE OF IDAHO 
JAMES W. CLARK, ) 
) 
Claimant, ) IC 2008-013505 
v. ) 
) 




) FILED IDAHO STATE INSURANCE FUl\TD, ) 
) JUl 1 4 2009 
Surety, ) 
Defendants. ) iN8UST1t!AL COMMISSION 
I hereby certify that on the -'.1 __ day of July, 2009, true and correct copies of 
CLAIMANT'S DOCUMENTS (11 pages) FILED JULY 14, 2009, in the above matter, were 
Sent by Facsimile Machine Process to the following: 
Rachael M. O'Bar Fax#: 344-5510 
P.O. Box 7426 
Boise, ID 83707 




Dena K. Burke 
Assistant Commission Secretary 
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BEFORE THE INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION OF THE STATE OF IDAHO 
JAt\1ES W. CLARK, ) 
) 
Claimant, ) IC 2008-013505 
v. ) 
) 





IDAHO STATE INSURANCE FlJND, ) FILED 
) JUl 2 7 2009 Surety, ) 
Defendants. ) IN!)U8T'RIAL COMMISSION 
I hereby certify that on the --"".--__ day of July, 2009, true and correct copies of 
CLAIMANT'S DOCUMENTS (12 pages) FILED JULY 27, 2009, in the above matter, \vere 
Sent by Facsimile .Machine Process to the following: 
Rachael M. O'Bar Fax#: 344-5510 
P.O. Box 7426 
Boise, ID 83707 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - 1 
D\TDUSTRIAL COMMISSION 
Assistant Commission Secretary 
BEFORE THE INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION OF THE STATE OF IDAHO 
JAt\1ES W. CLARK, 
Claimant, 
v. 
CRY BABY FOODS, LLC, 
Employer, 
and 



















JUL 2 8 2009 
INIU8T~IAL COMMISSION 
Pursuant to Claimant's contempt of the Commission's orders requiring him to sign 
Defendants' medical release forms, the Commissioners reviewed the file and being fully 
advised in the premises, 
HEREBY ORDER that the Claimant's Complaint is DISMISSED, without prejudice, 
under Rule 12(B) of the Industrial Commission' s Judicial Rules of Practice and Procedure. 
The Complaint may be refiled with the Commission, unless precluded by the statutory time 
limitations provided within Title 




'* 0 ¢ ~/ g 
ORDER DISMISSING COMP1:MNI 
###i;\! :~j," : ' ,/ 
? if t ':> 
Il'U)USTRIAL COMMISSION 
n~J 
Thomas P. Baskin, Commissioner 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the ~ day of I~ ,2009, a true and correct 
copy of the ORDER DISl\lISSING COMPLAINT was 'ed by regular Umted States MaIl 
upon each of the following: 
James \v. Clark 
10402 Rail Road Lane 
Payette, ID 83661 
Rachael M. O'Bar 
P.O, Box 7426 
Boise, ID 83707 
db 











September 1, 2006 
SArF CorporatIOn 
Parkv;ray Building 
440 Church Street S.E. 








IZ~D APPl.E STuKE 
05·01-0S 
I".U lUlU I~ 
Mr. Clark was reexamined in my office regarding his right elbow injury. 
As you know, he has had persistent pain over the lateral and posterior 
aspects of the right elbow. This has not responded to conservative care. 
He has undergone an MID of the elbow, which shows images which are 
consistent with the possibility of lateral collateralligarnent stretch or 
~ar. \ 
Inasmuch as he is been symptomatic for an extended period of time and 
this has been going on for a year or so, I would recommend at this time 
that we treat the lateral epicondylitis problem with a lateral release of 
the extensors at the level of the lateral epicondyle, as well as an 
examination of the collateral ligaments under anesthesia. If there is 
significant laxity of the lateral ulnar collateral ligament, reconstruction 
witJ:l a tendon graft may be indicated. 
With your authorization, I would recommend proceeding with this 
surgery. 
Yours truly, 









@ Saint Alphonsus I Life Flight 
1055 N. CurtlS Road. BOlse.ID 83706· (20B) 367-21 21 
Patient: CLARK, JAMES W 




AU. MD: Visit #: g 1 Og083 78 Date of Service: 
Date of Birth:  Admit: 
EMP1#: 03XJ4673 Disch: 
Job Number: 1049154 Version: 0 
HISTORY OF PRESENT ILLNESS: The patient is a 49-year-okl who was at work at an onion processing 
plant. He states he got his ann caught in some sortofa roller assembly that only has about 114 inch of space 
between the rollers, pulled his foreann through and twisted it around. His foreann was stuck in the rollers 
that were still turning for at least 15 minutes before someone was able to tum the machinery off_ He was 
still stuck in the unit for another 15-20 minutes before paramedics could get him extricated_ He complains 
of associated numbness and tingLing in all of his fingers and thumb of the right hand and his right hand area. 
Paramedics arrived on scene, started an IV, gave the patient 10 mg of morphine, splinted the right to reann 
They stated that there is an abrasion/contusion over the mid foreann area with a significant depression 
where the roller was on both sides of his foreann. Unknown if there are any fractures. They say they did not 
feel any crepitance but they are suspecting a fracture. They splinted the ann, put a bandage on the abrasion 
area and awaited Life Flight arrival. Patient denies a.T1Y other injury. He denies any shortness of breath or 
any other pain or problems. This was an isolated foreann injury. 
REASON FOR AIR MEDICAL TRANSPORT: The patient has significant trauma to his right foreann 
with potential for compartment syndrome. He already has neurologic deficits below the injury area and 
some swell ;ng in the hand. -s re uires a trauma center and auma surgeon evaluation. Potentially co 
be Iin.illJ.~tening . Ground transport would be approxImately an hour an a half. ir transport is a ut 20 ~~ 
minutes. 
PHYSICAL EX.A.MINATlON: 
GENERAL: The patient is found supine on a stretcher in the back of an advanced life 
support ambulance on scene. Patient is alert and oriented. Able to talk 
without difficulty. Skin is wann, dry and pink_ Other than facial mask of 
pain, he is in no obvious distress or obvious life threatening situation upon 
initial exam. We do note that his right forearm has been splinted and 
bandaged. He has no respiratory issues_ 




Charles P. Schneider, M.D. 
George A. Nicola, M.D. 
John Q. Smith, M.D. 
Robert G. Hansen, M.D. 
Craig R. Jamison, PA-C 
JefferyD. Smith, PA-C 











Adult & Children's 
Orthopedics 
December 8, 2008 
RE: JAMES CLARK 
Dear Sir: 
Mr. Clark was involve d in a situation where he had a reaction 
to medication, at which time he was reportedly driving 
following a reaction to medication and was arrested for a Class 
C felony, fleeing or attempting to evade a police officer. 
Mr. Clark was found not guilty at a jury trial, he indicates, 
because he was on medication on the day that this had 
happened. 
The medication being taken was being taken in accordance 
with the directions that he was given for treatment of problems 





206 East Elm 




3875 E. Overland Road 
Meridian, Idaho 83642 
Telephone 208.895.0888 
Fax 208.888391 1 




(FAX)4 596602 P .017/034 
TELEPHONE CONVERSATION: I had a telephone call with thif:: 
patient's physical therapist. The patient has been working on 
injury rehabilitation and related pain control issues. The therapist 
has witnessed the patient go through significant mental changes in 
relation to the above-stated problems over the past few weeks. He 
has noticed drastic decreases in mental stability which he 
attributes directly to his troublesome injury and pain 
complications. 
The therapist contacts me today with great concern that the patient 
needs a psychiatric evaluation and help with overall mental 
stability with true concerns that the patient may have mental 
reactions which may not be safe. He has spoken with the patient 
on a daily basis, as this has been the schedule of his therapy. He 
says that the patient will attend a psychiatric evaluation and 
treatment if scheduled. The therapist is significantly concerned 
that without this things could go drastically wrong. 
We will call the Idaho State Insurance Fund today and get approval 
for evaluation by whichever psychiatrist they suggest within the 
patient's area. 
C.R. JAMISON, PA-C/eld 
C-Clinic 
Lifeways Mental Health Services « 
.... ~ .. _~ ~!.:.~.~.. __ .. ~.~ H P Tre~~.~~.~t, .. ~~~e ~---:--------:-,--;:-:-~. __ ~ 
CLIENT! N FORMATION 'BILLI;;iGINfORMATION' .• ..' ....:'.J 
Client Name: CLark, James 
Bjrth Date: le/1 0/1958 
ASSIGNMENT 
; .. ,.. 
; Clinic; Malheur 
i Program: Counseling 
i-D~t;~i'Se~i;;' September 12, 2008 --'---~'--"'~-
, ! Start Time: 2:00 PM Minutes: 30 
: Procedure: Individual Therapy: (NDV 
: Type of Contact: Face-to-Face Contact with Client 
! Service Location: Community Mental Health Program (53) 
i Principle Dx 1: 309.81 Prt'1ciple Dx.2; 309.0 
: Primary Care Manager: Jay Whitcomb LCSW QMrir Provider: Jay Whitcomb LCSW 
... _ .... _-_._. 
NOTES 
! Problem Treated 
: anger and PTSD 
, 
, 
: Planned Service 
, 
cleint walked in and asked for a session 
. DelivGmd Service 
JOIV The client waS arrested in Ufeway's parking lot after a 95 mph chase through the city and eluding police. He was 
: alYested at gunpoint by 7 policement. He spent about 2 weeks in jail and is now out of jail. He asked for documentation 
i that this agency received a call from his phySical therapist's office alerting us that he was enroule here. That called 
; recorded on our voice msJI. He plans to use this and other evidence from his doctor to claim that Ills behavior was 
medically related, He is trying to manage his anger. He has hired an attorney to handle his workers camp case. He has 
lost his drivers license. However, he is feeling a little better. Tx consisted of leting the client explain wnat has happened 
and to be supportive. He has an appointment for next week, 
Progr(l'SS toward Service Goals 
Some Progress: He seems to have learned that he is not really free to behavie in such an angry manner in public. 
; Mc:mtal Status ObS(l'rvations 
Some Improvement: At last reprot, the client was angry, paranoid and ranting and raging at the MC Jail. He is much 
calmer today. 
Immediate Plan 
..... __ ........ _. '" ....... _ .......... _.-- ....... --------. -..... -''''-' .. _-._.-- ........... _--.. _--- ... _ ... _ .. ----
Date Signed 
vS2-d Lv0/S20d 692-1 
Lifeways Mental Health Services 
QMHP Treatment Note 1 
'-!r_.-_.-_:-._:---..··~._, _-~_-_-. _" ~'_-,I:::-N-T-.I·,.-.F-O-RM· A-T-10-~;-··--=-.-_·.-. .:...:....,· _. -'--'-........ -1.1 ~r.-.. ~. ---'.:..--.::..;.........'-i..~.;.....,....uoe;.;.:.~-"= .......... ..;..;;;.~=~ __ ~ .. ... _ ... !;c '" N _ 1 ~ . ' ::!;.;;;i'.\;~~~gl.~j:l~iQ~~n~~:im,:l 
; Client Name: Clark, James ---,' ~ Date of Service: September 15, 2008 
: Birth Dale:  : Start Time: 1:00 PM Minutes: 50 L ___ ._. ___ . _  ....... _-._._~,, _____ ._. __ , .. ___ _ 
i Procedure; Individual Therapy: lNDV 
;:-... ----.... --.-. -. ~--:----ASsIGNMENT'-".· I 
.' .... .' ... .. ' .. i ! Type of Contact: Face-to-Face Contact with Client 
.... -.-.... -.-----.. --- - ..... -- ·-----·---··-·l 
. Clinic: Malheur 
I' Pro~ram: Counseling I 
; Service Location: Community Mental Health Program (53) 
i Principle 0;<1: 309.81 Principle Dx 2:: 309.0 
. Primary Care Manager: Jay Whitcomb LCSW I 
.••.• __ .... _._ .... ____ . ___ ... -.. ___ .. __ ......... ___ ....... ___ ....• ____ ... ___ , ___ • ..J : QMHP ProVider: Jay Whitcomb LCSW 
. NOTES. 
Pr-oblem Treated 
depression and dealing with trauma 
Planned Sa-rvice 
planned supportive tx re his recent arrest as well as ongoing issues with Workers Comp etc. 
Delivered Service 
DIV The client expressed his feelings ahout not receiving more mental health tx while he was in jail. He found it hard 
I LO understand why we did not go over there to see him more freqently. He elaborafedoh\his "case" that he was coming 
i here for tx On 8-22 and broke speed limits getting here. He also states that ryE'fl£elieves he was having an untoward 
: medication reaction_ He has refused a plea bargain and expects a jury trial! He states that he phYSician has 
: recommended a psychiatric evaluation and has asked for an assessment ~Y Dr. Heriza. H~ also states that he has 
: voluntarily stopped tak.ing pain meds for his arm_ H~ has real anxiety abou\ having a black)out during the time of his I arrest on 8-22. He is requesting that he have regular weekly sessions here~:Jleviate h" stress and anger. 
I Progress toward Service Goals ---.. ~ 
1 No Change: client continues to deal with his injury and his issues with Workers Comp insurance coverage_ 
I Mental Status Observations 
I No Change: Cient does not appear to be psychotic today lik.e he did when he was seen in the jj!f 
\ claims that he has no memory of the arrest. He says he woke up in jail and had no idea how or 
t 
I 
I Immediate Plan 
I 
I See for INDIV 9-22 and will see Dr. Heriza the next day. Ongoing goal remains to provide supportlve care as he I negotiates a difficult system and injury and to prevent further im;ldents like what happened on 8-22-08_ 
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Web Site: www.ajhlaw.com 
\Vith Artomeys Licensed to Practice in 
Idaho, CO. MD, OR, PA, UT and WA 
VIA FIRST CLASS AND CERTIFIED MAIL RETURN RECEIPT REQUESTED 
James Clark 
10402 Railroad Lane 
Payette, Idaho 83661 
Re: Clark v. Cry Baby Foods 
Our File No.: 638-271 
Dear Mr. Clark: 
To follow up our telephone conversation yesterday, I appreciate your efforts 
to obtain retraining information as part of your goal to resolve this claim and move 
forward with your life. However, attached please find the Industrial Commission's 
July 28, 2009, ORDER DISMISSING COMPLAINT, received by our office after our phone 
conversation. Please be 8d'v'ised that your \tJorker's cCrI,pensation c~aim is ilOVV 
dismissed, and no further legal action will take place by this office or the 
Commission on your case. Obviously, you know that since the claim is dismissed 
without prejudice, you can file a new Complaint to pursue additional benefits 
before the Industrial Commission. if you choose to do so, our position with respect 
to your obligation to provide signed medical releases and complete discovery 
,r.esponses ,will re.JD,ai n 1lOchanged, and w~ will insist that they be done if yOJ.L 
,pursuEL litigatiQn. The Hearing Officer has ruled on several occasions that the 
Information sought is relevant, and the releases must be executed if you choose to 
again pursue litigation. 
The State Insurance Fund will continue to pay permanent impairment 
benefits pursuant to the impairment rating assigned by your treating physician. 
Because your actions have consistently denied State Insurance Fund the 
51/ 
July 30, 2009 
Page 2 
information being sought, at this time our clients will not discuss retraining, 




Very truly yours, 
~-y;;l.t:2 
Rachael M. O'Bar 
cc: Idaho State Insurance Fund 
BEFORE THE INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION OF THE STATE OF IDAHO 
JAMES W. CLARK, ) 
) 
Claimant, ) IC 2008-013505 
v. ) 
) 





IDAHO STATE INSURANCE FUND, ) F I L Ii ) 
Surety, ) AUG - 42009 
Defendants. ) 
INBUST~IAL COMMISSION 
I hereby certify that on the --'-__ day of August, 2009, true and correct copies of 
CLAIMANT'S ':MOIION",,~CQJSSmER" (10 pages) FILED AUGUST 3, 2009, in 
the above matter, were served by regular United States Mail on the following: 
Rachael M. O'Bar 
P.O. Box 7426 
Boise, ID 83707 
cc: James W. Clark 
10402 Rail Road Lane 
Payette,ID 83661 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - 1 
l]\iUUSTRIAL COMMISSION 
k&tUL ;(;dd'-L 
Dena K. Burke 
Assistant Commission Secretary 
BEFORE THE INDUSTRIAL COl\1MISSION OF THE STATE OF IDAHO 
JAMES W. CLARK, ) 
) 
Claimant, ) IC 2008-013505 
v. ) 
) 




) Ff LEO IDAHO STATE INSURANCE FUND, ) 
) AUG - 42009 Surety, ) 
Defendants. ) lNDUST~1AL COMMISSION 
I hereby certify that on the Vr£ day of August, 2009, true and correct copies of 
CLAIMANT'S "MOTION TO ORDER CONTINUE MEDICAL TREATMENT" 
(9 pages) FILED AUGUST 3, 2009, in the above matter, were served by regular United States 
Mail on the following: 
Rachael M. O'Bar 
P.O. Box 7426 
Boise, ID 83707 
cc: James W. Clark 
10402 Rail Road Lane 
Payette,ID 83661 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - 1 
Il\TDUSTRIAL COMMISSION 
Dena K. Burke 
Assistant Commission Secretary 
5'ltf 
f 
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AUG/J4!2009!TUE 10:27 AM BANK OF THE WEST 211 FAX No. 541 889 4 P. 002 
" 
• :J;. 
SE~"D ORIGINAL TO: COMMISSION,Jli'DICIAL DIVISION, 1':0. 
WORKERS' COMPENSATION 
COMPLAINT 
EMPLOYER'S NAMl!; ANI> AllDlU:ss (at time of injury) 
(1,0 ~ fZooJs ~Lc!---
tv'1$1--r .,Cd evhc> 
NA'l'I1rul: 0)' MEl)lCAL l'lWl'Il..EM8 A.U.WED AS A RESULT OF ACCIDENT OR OCCUPATIONAL DISEASE 
{!. rv.s h' for cP-r' rlr"-
WAAT WORKERS' COMPENSATION BENEFITS ARE YOU CLAIMING AT TalS TIM~? 
83720, :BOISE, IDAHO 83720-0041 
E WAS GIVEN 
o WRITTEN 
DO YOU SELIEVE THIS CLAIM PRESENTS A NEW QUEsTION OF LA.W ORA COMl'LlCA.TED SET OF :FACTS? 0 YJl;S ~ lP' SO, PLEASE STATE WHY. 
'NOTICE: COMPLAINTS AGAINST TItE INDUSTRIAL SFECIAL INDEMNITY FUND MUST BE IN ACCORDANCE 
WITH IDAliO CODE § 72-334 AND FILED ON :FORM LC. 1002 






}l.u(;/ U4nUUj/TUl:, 1 U: [I AM ~ANK ur THE WE~T Lll FAX No, ~41 869 4730 p, 003 
PHYSICIAt'iS WHO TREATED CLAIMANT 
WHAT MEDICAL COSTS HAS YOU~ EMPLOYER PAID, IF.ANY? S HAT r.:rEDIC.-'\L COSTS HAVE YOU PAID.1:F ANY? S 
I AM INTEREST:El> IN Mll>JATING THIS CLAIM, IF THE OTBE:R l'Aln):ES AGREE. ~ES 0 NO 
. SIGNATURE OF CLAIMANT Oll.ATTOftNl:!:'l:': __________________ _ 
T~EORP~TN~; __________________________ ~ ________ __ 
:PLEASE Al'fSWER THE SET OF QUESTIONS IMMEDIATELY BELOW 
ONLY IF CLAIl\f IS MADE FOR DEATH BENEFITS 
NAME Al'I'D SOCIAL SECUruTY NUMBER OF PARTY DATE OF DEATH 
FILING COMPLAINT 
WA.S FlUNG PAJrrV OEPENDENT ON DECEASED? DIl) FILING PARTY LIVE WlTH DECEASED AT TlME OF ACCIDENT? 
DYES DNO DYES DNO 
CLAIMANT MUST COMPLETE, SIGN AND DATE THE ATTACHED MEDICAL RELEASE FORM 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I bereby certify that on the t..l day of ~'2oQj Ieamed to be served a true andeorred copy of the foregoing Complaintu.poll: ~ 
EMPLOYER'S NAME AND ADDRESS SURETY'S NAME Al"l'D ADDru:sS (fi \t PJ 
.~3 ~ 
via: Cl person::tl service of process 
o regular U.S. Man 
f; ~_5 
~;i~~(). ~- ~cs- ~ 
() ~ ~3 ) ~ ~~ 
-; ~ j-~ f~ ~ -
NOTICE: An Employer or Insurance Company served with a Complaint·must file 'an Answer on Form I.C. 1003 
with the Industrial Commission within 21 days of the date of service as specified on the certificate of mailing to avoid 
default. If no answer is tiled, a Default Award may be entered! 
Further information may be obtained from: Industrial Commission, Judicial Division, P.O. Box 83720, :BOise, Idaho 
83720-0041 (20'8) 334-6000. 
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OS/TUE 10:27 AM BANK OF THE WEST 211 '"'AX NT C4' nra 4'7'00 r ,I O.:J 1 OOJ i J P. 005 
(Pravidsr U/iJe Only) 
MedlC1\! Reoord Numbey:, _______ _ 
c Pick up Copies D Fill: Copies # ____ _ 
o MailCopieg 
m Confirmed by: 
AUTlIoRIZA TION FOR DISCLOSURE OF HEALTH INFORMATION 
I hereby authorize --:--:--~-_---::---=-_:__-:__------ to disclose health information as speeified: 
Pt'ovlder Name - mugt be specific for each provider 
To: ____ ~~----~~~~--~~----_=_=~--~=_~--~==~:__--~-----__:_--:__-
Insurance Companytrhird Party AdministratorlSelfInsur-ed EmployerlISIF, their attorneys or patient's attorney 
Street Address 
City State Zip Code 
Purpose or need for data: _____________________ --'-..o..,-_____ _ 
Information to be disclosed: 
o Discharge Summary 
o History & Physical Exam 
o Consultation Reports 
o Operative Reports 
Cl Lab 
Q Pathology 
Cl Radiology Reports 
Cl Entire Record 
(e.g. Workers CompenSlltion Chum) 
Dllte(s) of HospitalizationlCare: __________ _ 
Cl Oilier: Specify _______ ~ ___ ~ ____ ~~~ ____ _ 
I understand that the disclosure may include information relating to (check if applicable): 
Q AIDSorlllV 
Cl Psychiatric or Mental Health Infon:nation 
Cl Drug/Alcohol AbUSt Information 
I understand that the information to be released :may inclnde materia] that is protected by Federal Law (45 eFR 
Part 164) and that the information may bt subject to rtdisc!o8ure by the rtclptent and no longer be protected by 
the federal regulations. I understand that this authorization may be revoked in writing at any 1;ime by notifying 
the privacy officer. except that revoking the autborization won't apply to information already released in response 
to this authorization. I understand that the provider will not condition treatment, payment" enrollment, or 
eligibility for benefits on my signing this autbori2:ation. Unless otherwise revoked, this authorization will expire 
u on resolution of worker's com ensation claim. Provider, its employees, officers, copy service contractor, and 
physicians are y released fro y legal responsibility or liability for disclosure of the above information to 
the extent' icated and authorized by e ,on this form and as outlined in the Notice of Privacy. My signature 
below harites release of all informa -' specifi in this a'Othorization. Any questions that I have regarding 
disci f the Provider specified above. 
e of Legal Representative & Relationship to Patient/Authority to Act Date 
Signature of Witness Title Date 
Comphiint - Pale:; j)f3 
577 
1 n t"\n AM 0: L I n.i BANK OF THE WEST 211 FAX ?, 006 
1 
'"vu"'''''-'ot'!: _____ _ 
DIn Wrlflng by C11Il7l! 
Steff Slglllltllr;: .. 
'" 702 Stm,vs( i)r/l'C, Onlol'(o, Ol'llff(Jn 979 14 r~leplf(lI1e; (.541) 8tM) I 07 
Fu::c; (541) ~8f)~781j' 
AUTf10RIZA TION TO DlSClOSE, RECerVe AND use PROTECTED HeAL iH INFOftMATION 
Clark James 
Firat Nlm, Middle Nl!lml 
Social Security I'lQmb,r:   
1:t\!C,IPf~N:r' (N:=lili~. C?f:~9i';FY-:to"'snd16r ffB' "Wtl'Of'ti"i)f9W~YS, mAY. racEilv¢ 1/lin.9/ol:~I.o,oae~fflY'~oi.~. '~li¥~~~ 'ihfOrW"a'flb'd»' ~;~~;s]1:~;':~:~\{' 
~fne of Petaoli or Agency: .A,OQjHJi.Q.n. JyU.,.n ~-Hun. LLP _" ... " ~ ~.~ . ___ '" . _""'_'_'_~~ , __ ~_ 
b..ddreu.& ofpljlrsonerAgeney; P.O. Box 7426 Boise Idaho 83707-7426 
n;,~ ::OElkt QR";'; "',', -. '~·%~~(!:ftct~~ $·,~},~!~ .. ,··,~f,'I!.r;:tr:::,f;1;;"''':1!iJ~~''''t:>,<I~ '::', ;h;~i\,;.t~~L ~ ''''\'I'¥' ·~.i1r;<I~ ~'. !' 't~,·ir.~,~V ;Ji:'."" l"'~~~~"~~_"'~ .. ~ 
", 'I:.. .... _ •• y.,. , ,,'.' ,.S\ • . .... ' .. ,.." .'!t~·a·i IA.. ~,. .. ..><. ~~,:ijM~ ,_ ,.r ........... " •. . ~J.>f, f:'. 'y," -".. .' ............... , ... 
By e:~eckil1~· and 1l1it1allng im! of the Uneli below, I &peclrtcall~ authorize the cflsclosUre. recelpt and Uee of !he tYPe or protected health 
;nfclrTnation { hiiWa ch.ck~CI and Inltlaled. . . 
.11---. Mental HeaUh As.esamem . . Rl_ Subatllhr.:e Abu&iI As&~1i8mant 
:&!_ Mental H~.ltl\ p.~gre$$ Notes . 00--'-': Subl.>tanr.:e Ab\,L.ft rl'Qgrolli Notes 
l!I-- M9nt~1 H" .. lth Discharge Summary I.l» _ Subsbince AbU •• DllOharge Summary 
~.-:....... f'sychistrlc. Asl!a,am.!\t , ~.'. 0 _ D.v.tgpmental pi&abllity AstiGllmtnt 
'81_ Psych!atrlO Ptagresa Notes , ' 0 ----.. Developmental DlII@lllty PI'O~raall Notes 
il_ Information Ilbou(SexY\1I,1 A$.9E\uft 0 __ Informltlon about sruruaily tran6rt\lt~d dl~a$es 
iI-.:...:..:..:.; Inform.tl.on li\bo~:Chlid Abuse lima NGgle~ 0 _ information NeOSMItl'Y to Arrange Transportailon 
11_ Educational ~lIQQrdll ' 0 __ Informliltlon NeoessaJY to 0 •• 1 wtlh an emergency 
~(;i.~m'l~.(jll'lershMedi~1 Record. 0 _ Ihformatlol1ll1bcuf 1ot'V/AIDS--rslated TeF#tJng (fneiud"1; tile tact .. , ' 
.., '. Other' i that an HIV test was otder.t:t C)I" r9PQM<1. regerdlssa .of ' 
:i =. 6~r~ ,. whether ttl, ':III/Ita of ,uch testa were postllVl! or necetlVO) 
~y initialing g.of'thG.[)n&$ bGlow, I ;uthori~ dlecloBure, receipt UM of the iyp& of InfotmtlUol'l indlcatsd abovlt by 
niHil II tor 1118 term I have i::hecl($(j anet InHlaled below. I understand that I CBI'1 revoke this ~uthOl'ltatlon at any time by notltylng Llfelways In 
IIfItIng of the revOC:II.U{;In. l-unden5t1i1nd that reYckln9 !hit ilulhorlzation Will not offect In1Ormation that has already btmn dlsolosed. received 
I\" Ile$d by Ufewsya and/or ttl •. party or PQrtlu fiom or to whom It WQ reQ9lved or dlecloeecf. ' . 
-Ills authorization wiD I"&lTlillln 1n effect: . "Ii!l- fQr otte year from \he data oftnl$ .uthQ~liition. 
. 'CJ _ from the date of this fuJ1hcri~atloll until-:-__ ~~~ _______ _ 
.. IlD ~ until tnt:! follOWing event occurs: Resolytion of Clajm [. . tJ:"':" other; , " _ ".' . 
"1:18.protected health Inft'lrmM.fion l;Oovered br thiS! Buthor~!1*IPn may be utl&d for the purpose$ I nav. and Inltial\\ld bl9law: 
To IiIs&eaa and need for'treatmimt 0 __ 'To plan cod (;oordlnat& t(eslmettt 
11_ Other. 
jim: 0: dUl PWIO,n wh¢$e p,rotaot:ed h6Alth IhfD1'll'latioD is 0 
. covered by tht, iutborl:at1on, 
o the parent of th~ minor IIhtld whose' pJ'otect8i:! hsaltb 0 
Information ill oovm b~ th~$ authorization. 
have read and tJJlderS(liJut m .. !dm~ oj fills AutJlori /1.1 t() Df,cio 
gJl«(ure {;ttlow .. J. 'lJr;illllt(lril;p tlufl/pritt! discJ.()J' • l'tcei ( (1m/ Ilse 
~:I(l-Re (f tt/ 11)' lima by nnlltJjlyLf!.~rr)S l ... r 11Ig, 
~.. ~ D16~ 
, 
thi 16sII SlllI.rdia.n or QUstodiln of til, poraou w.bose protiotld 
health illftH'm!!.tt(JJl ill covered by thi~ authorization . 
liuthorized ';.c sign by 11' ourrently vllid hoalth cai't power of 
attomey. . 
,/R«ce.lvt. (£ Use :P('ollZat,d fieaitlz In./omwtirm. .By nty 
PPo au.d I" til tnlormllt/.(J71 as 11I(1lC111~d cbu)Ja. [c(m 
J:~,:q7 
AUGI 04/ 2009/ TUE 10 : 28 AM BANK OF THE WEST 211 FAX No. 541 889 4730 P. 007 
--:,~ Health ..... ~lUMAR.y HEALTlI, lNC. AUTSOlUZATIONTO RELEASE l'AT~NT INFORMATION 
?A~N~.~J~a~m-=es~C~la~r~k~ ____________________ ~!dN~oili~n~e:, __________ __ 
DATE OF BlRTH:  SSN:  
PATmNTRBCOROSFro~.~~ __ ~~~~ ________________________________ __ 
PhysicianlMedicalOffice 
City Stato Zip Telephone 
~ h% authorize and request Ihe release of the following mfonnation: 
All Patient Information 
__ .-....;Paticm Information fOT vlsit dute(s) of to ____ _ 
_ _ -.:..' All Billing Statements 
___ Othcr(specuy)!_~ ____ ___________ _____ _ 
P1EASESENDMYRECO~STO:~~ 3~ .. -{-+1Jfl 
1Fb ~. vsth ~ . #/OO 
If you do not wish to reluase tteords coJltalnlng information reprdingtbe diagnolrls or 1:t'entxneot orIDV (aids vlrus). 
other sc:xuaDy transmitted diseases, drug amd or alcohol abuse. mental illness or psychiatric treatment. please initial 
here • Ualess initialed here this Information is d.ecmcd petmlssible to release. 
Upon request, I may limit the amount of time that this consent for rekaao of information is valid. I may't~olc:: thiB 
nuthorization in writing at any time. I lltlderstnnd '!hut the rwocation will not apply to informatiDn that has already hcon 
releaaed. I un4crst:mcl that authorizing the dI$eloS1Ir8 of this in.fotmatiou is volunt\uy. I can refUse to sign this 
authorization and know do 1\ot need to sign to asSure treatmc:nt. I understand that any dlsolosure- of information 
oarries with it till for ' re-dlsclosure by the recipient. 
Photooo ~ considered to be tho same as a signed original document. 
B~~~~~~=" __ ~Datc: ;f:"'5 -qZ 
J\.1'EOF~) 





AUG/U4/2009/TUE )0:28 AM BANK OF THE WEST 211 FAX No. 54) 889 4730 P. 008 
c; e e e 
.-----------~------------~-----------
Saint Alphonsus 
Regional Medical Center 
lOSS' N. CUnis Rd. " Boise, 1t13hO 83706 .. (208) 36H 121 
I authorize the use or release/disclosure of protected 
health Informatlon regarding the named individual as 
described below. 
The following person or organization Is authorized to 
PISCLOSf the specified Infonnatlon: 
Name: 
Street Address: SAINT ALPHONSUS 
REGIONAL MEDICAL CENTER 
CIty, State, ZIp: MEDICAL INFORMATION SERVlCES 
1055 N. CurtiS Road 
AUTHORiZATION TO use OR DISCLOSE 
PROTECTED HEALTH INFORMATION 
Patient's Full Name (Including maiden naIDQ) 
James Clark 
Have you been here under any other name(s)? 
Birth date 
 
Medica! ~ecord Number 
The following person or organlzatlon Is authorized to 
~tf)~ it;!.Orrnatlon; _ I. ~ 1 L . II 
1 Name:l-tf\,GlJ G~ J ~ +T"'\~ ... 
I Street Address: ZF.:!J :5, '5 ~ -S+, ~7 CD 
ctty, State, ZIp~~::tO -g' 5jD L 
Phone Number: BoIse, Idaho 83706 Phone Number: 34y-'550D 
This lnfonnatlon is to be used for the foIlowtng purpoS«slonly: 
W , 'S o.f 
The specific Information to be released! closed is specified below: 0 Complete Medical Record 
lZblnpatienVOutQt Su~ ~ EmerooOQY Dept. ~Wnt Olag. Tests 0 QMcer Trea1:ment etr. 
, Df-.!B(s): Datees): iest Date Date(s): ~"..-__ ~_ 
[JlDlscharge Summary ~R Report Ei>Laboratory 0 Discharge Summary 
'a-History and Physioal }ii3oComplete Record &i>X~rays .0 History and Physical 
..Broperative Report 0 J6 CT Goans 0 Treatment Summary 
~ Pathology Report 0 la:Nuclear Moo 0 Laboratory Reports 
~rogres8 Notes 0 BillIng Records .2J EEG 0 Follow-up Reports 
.IS Orders 0 Claim Form 9J3<G 0 Consult8tions 
)E:H.aboratory 0 OetaUed Bill l!l'Jascular Study 0 Progress Notes 
'b X-rays. 0 Other Outpatient De.n. 1a Sleep study 0 X-rayslCT/Nuclear Moo 
\.laPertinent Record Set 0 e'0Echocardlogmrn 0 El<G [) .. 0 -taPulmonary jest 0 ____ ~ __ _ 
o 0 orn~ 0 
1 understand that if the person or entity that receives the lnfomtatlon is not a health care provider or health plan covered by federal 
privacy fegulatlQn$, the lnfonnatlon described above may be redl$cfosed and no longer protected by theae R#QIJlatl00s, 
J understand that I may refuse to sign this authorization and that my rafusaJ to sign will not affect my consent to tile use or disclosure 
of my protected health Information fOr purposes of treatment, payment Of health eare operations. I may 1nsp$Ct or copy any 
information usedldl$Olosed under this aUlhorlmtion. 
I understand that I may revoke this authorization in writing at any time at the address found below, except to the extent that . 
infQrmation h. already been reIeaBad In re:w~ to Ihl& BUlhorizatlon. Unless otherwise revoked, this authorl%ation will expire on 
the folloWIng datS~ year or res6ftitlon orcu!lIm .111 fall to speclfy an expiratIon date, this authorkation wID l!I'Xpire In six months. 
SPECIFIC AUTHORI%AnON 
I understand that my health InformatJon to be released MAY INCLUDE lnfonnation that is related to sexually transmitted 
disease, acquired ~1::Ifledefi 'ency syndrome (AIDS), or human Immunodeftciencyvlrus (HIV) vioral or mental 
health servic,es;cfudlor treatm for aloohol and/or drug abuse. My Signature below author! of all such 
informatjOh; unless I ad It nd Initialed It. 
re of raatl e!-..... .. 
alnl~ Personal Repr pllcable) (Please print): ~elatlonshlp to Patient: 
/' (A copy of this slgl\ed {ann wtI be pnMded the patient or legal reptesenfatlve.) Address: Salnt AIphonsus Regional Medical Center, 
Medlcallnformatlon S$fV!ces Department. 1055.N. Ourtls Roact, aolse, 10 83106. Phone: 208-367-2'01 
10: AM BANK OF THE WEST 211 FAX No. 541 
:0 
B 
.st. Luke' .. '.: ~egional Medii' Center 
St. ,Luke's Meridian Medica! Center 
. Wood River Medical Center 
p ooq 
,. v 
AUTHORIZATION TO DISCLOSE PROTECTED HEALTH INFORMATION 
I autho~ the use or disclosure of the named individual's health information :is described below: 
'Patient's Full Name: James Clark Date of Birth:  --~~~~~------------Have you been.seen here under any other name1 _______ ~ _______________ ~ 
Address: 10402 Railroad Lane 
Payette, Idaho 836S'1 
Te!epbone;, _____ ~ ______ _ 
Medical Record #: 
---------------------Coveringthe pcriod(s) ofhea!thcare: ______________ ~_~ ________ ~ 
The type of information to be nsed or disclosed Is .as fonows (cheek the appropriate bOl:e5 and include other 
illformation where indicated) . 
B Pertinent Record Set b LaboPttory Reports: 
)g Discharge Swpmary EJ BEG 
~ History & Physical )§ Radiology Reports: 
'B Consultation Report '€3 EKG 
~Procedure Report JZl OnierslProgress Notes 
E1 Pathology Report 0 Billing Records 
~ Emergency Services Report 
o Oth~ (plea.se Specify) 
I understand that the information in my health record nlay include information relating to sexually transmitted disease, 
acquired immunodeficiency syndrome (AIDS). or human immunodeficiency :virus (ffiV), It may aLso include information 
about behavioral or mental health services.. and treatment for alcohol and drug abuse, My srgnature beoJowauthorizes release 
of all such information unless I have c~ossed it out and' 'tialed it. 0 Yes 0 No • Initials 
.----
The roUowing penon or organb:ation is to 
receive the information; . 
Nmne;·~~~tt~~~~~~~~t2~~~=_---------­
Street Addr~s!~~.-.-:;,,"'_..!... __ ~.......,,~~~==__....u...A..J.-~---
City1 State$ Zip;.....II"..A".\,-~~~"--,:~~~~...;;;;;:=---~-----
PhoneNumbel. ______ ~~~~~~-------------------
This infonnation for which Pm authorizing disclosure will be used fer the feUewing purpose(s) only': 
Worker's Compensation Litigation 
I understand that 1 have a right to revoke this authorization at lUI)' time. I understand this if I revoke this auth0r17.ation at any 
time. I u.nderstand that if I revoke this authorization, I must do so in writing and present my written revocation to Health 
Infonna.tion Services. I understand that the revocation will not apply to information that has already been released in 
response to this authorization. I understand that th~ revocation will not apply to my insurance company wben the law 
provides my insurer with the right to contest a claim under my policy. . 
Unless I specify differently t thh authOrization' wiD expire1 year or resolution of th! Claim 
If r bil to specify al;l expb·ation or event, this authorization will el:pire in one year from the date it was signed. 
I understand that if the person or entity that receives the information is not a health care provider or health plan covered by 
federa11aw regulations • tion described above may be redisclosed and no longer protected by these regulations. r 
understa of the information identified above is voluntary. I need not sign this form to 
ilthc 
If signed by legal representative, relationship to patient 
lO3.01·02Q 7/10/02 Rev. 1129103, 4/14103, Sl1o/03 
10:29 AM BANK OF THE WEST 211 FAX No. 54l 8 P. 010 
AUTHORIZA AND DIRECTION FOR RELEASE OF Ml:DICAl RECORDS 
TO: 
Pursuant to HIPAA regulations 45 C.F.R. I 164.502 and 45 C.F.R. I i 64.508, I, 
JAMES CLARK, hereby authorize ana direct you to release any and all records, reports and 
lnformation/ and other documentation in your files, including but not limited to copies of 
any x-rays and raw testing data, concerning my past, present or future physical or mental 
condition to any representative of the law firm of Anderson, Julian &, Hull, P. O. Box 7426, 
Boise, Idaho 83707-7426, by permitting their examination and by furnishing copies 
thereof, upon presentation of this Authorization and upon their request for such records, 
reports or information. With respect to behavioral health records, special permission is 
authorized for purposes of releasing substance abuse, psychiatric/mental health and/or HIV 
information. 
I further authorize any physician who has attended me at any time to consult with 
or discuss my past. present or future medical condition and treatment with any member of 
the law firm of Anderson, Julian & Hull. Anderson, Julian & Hull must, before they initiate 
conversations with any past treating physician or health provider, give notice to Claimant's 
counsel of their intent to so communicate. The Surety involved herein, Idaho State 
Insurance Fund, retains the right to communicate with any of Claimant's treating 
physicians in regard to Claimant's treatment and rehabilitation. 
I further consent that a photocopy of this Authorization may be used in lieu of the 
original thereof. This Authorization shall be valid during the pendency of this claim or until 
revoked in writing by me. This Authorization shall expIre upon settlement or judicial 
resolution of the pending worker's compensation case. 
You are hereby informed that this release is at my request and is in conjunction 
with a workers' compensation claim submitted by the undersigned before the Industrial 
Commission of the State of Idaho. You are further advised that this authorization shall be 
used in conjunction with this workers' compensation claim only. 
You are further requested and directed to forward a copy of said medical records, 
reports and/or information to Jam •• Clark, 10402 Railroad Lane, Payette, Idaho 83661. 
You are further advised that payment for the obtaining of these records, reports and/or 
information shall be borne by the law firm of Anderson, julian & Hull, and that the bill for 
payment for submission of such records shall be submitted to said firm at P. O. Box 7426, 
Boise, Idaho 83707-7426. 
I I understand that information used or disclosed pursuant to this Authorization may 
&6e subject to redisclosure by the recipient and no longer protected under HIPAA. It is 
further understood that the information obtained under' onza either party 
and their pttorneys shall be regarded as confiden' and maintaihed as such; that such 
informaticln, records and reports shall be sed !th t pending 
cOrlJPensation case and for no other purpos 
Date: Z-3-a:J 
AUTHORIZATION - 1 
A )0:29 AM BANK OF THE WEST 211 FAX No. 541 P. 011 
J ,. 
/ <' .,' STATE OF IDAHO 
\'v' 
5S. 
On this :) day of auC")UD T I Z009, before me, a Notary Public for 
said State, personally appeared JAMES CLARK, known or identified to me to be the person 
whose name is subscribed to the within and foregoing instrument, and acknowledged to 
me that *he voluntarily executed the same. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my official seal 
the day and year in this certificate first above written. 
-











Residing af33Q'f/, ~ ~J:3J~ldaho 
My Commission Expires: \1'&11.2.1)10 
""~ 
OS/TUE )0:29 AM BANK OF THE WEST 211 FAX No, 54l 889 4730 p, 012 
AUTHORIZATtON AND DIRECTION FOR RELEASE OF MEDICAL RECORDS 
TO: 
Pursuant to HtPAA regulations 45 C.F.R. ' 164.502 and 45 C.F.R. f 164.508, I, 
JAMES CLARK, hereby authorize and direct you to release any and all records, reports and 
information, and other documentation in your flies, including but not limited to copies of 
any x-rays and raw testing data, concerning my past, present or future physical or mental 
condition to any representative of the law firm of Anderson, Julian & Hull, P. O. Box 7426, 
BoisB, Idaho 83707 w 7426, by permitting their examination and by furnishing copies 
thereof, upon presentation of this Authorization and upon their request for such records( 
reports or information. With respect to behavioral health records, special permission is 
authorized for purposes of releasing substance abuse, psychiatric/mental health and/or HIV 
information. 
I further authorize any 'physician who has attended me at any time to consult with 
or discuss my past, present or future medical condition and treatment with any member of 
the law firm of Anderson, Julian &. Hull. Anderson, Julian & Hull must, before they initiate 
conversations with any past treating physician or health provider, give notice to Claimant's 
counsel of their intent to so communicate. The Surety involved herein. Idaho State 
Insurance Fund, retains the right to communicate with any of Claimant's treating 
physicians in regard to Claimant's treatment and rehabilitation. 
I further consent that, a photocopy of this Authorization may be used in lieu of the 
original thereof. This Authorization shall be valid during the pendency of this claim or until 
revoked in writing by me. This Authorization' shall expire upon settlement or judicial 
resolution of the pending worker's compensation case. 
You are hereby informed that this release is at my request and is in conjunction 
with a workers' compensation claim s.ubmitted by the undersigned before the Industrial 
Commission of the State of Idaho. You a're further advised that this authorization shall be 
used in conjunction with this workers' compensation claim only. 
You are further requested and directed to forward a copy of said medical records, 
reports and/or information to James Clark, 10402 Railroad lane. Payette. idaho 83661. 
You, are further advised that payment for the obtaining of these records., reports and/or 
information shall be borne by the law firm of Anderson, Julian & Hull, and that the bill for 
payment for submission of such records shall be submitted to said firm at P. O. Box 7426, 
Boise, Idaho 83707-7426. 
I understand that information used or disclosed pursuant to this Authorization may 
be subject to redisclosure by the recipient and nO longer protected under H1PAA. It is 
further understood that the information obtained under this authorization by either party 
and their attorneys shall be regarded as confidential and e . that such 
inforrr)ation, records and reports shall be In conjunction with the 
compensation case· and for no other purpose. 
Date: If:-' ?-C/ <J 





I n, no L,LJ 
STATE OF IDAHO 
County of W Asrtl NfP.W 
SS. 
T' njn r, v J 
On this ~ day of Au GU6T , '2009, before me, a Notary Public for 
said Statel personally appeared JAMES CLARK, known or identified to me to be the person 
whose name is subscribed to the within and foregoing instrument, and acknowledged to 
me that "he voluntarily executed the same. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my official seal 
the day and year in this certificate first above written. 
(SEAL) 





10:29 AM BANK OF THE WEST 211 P, 014 
AUTHORIZATION ANO DIRECTION FOR RELEASE OF MEDICAL RECORDS 
TO; 
Pursuant to HIPAA regulations 45 C.F.R. ' 164.502 and 45 C.F.R. ' 164.508, I, 
JAMES CLARK, hereby authorize ahtl direct you to release any and all records, reports and 
information, and other documentation in your files, including but not limited to copies of 
any x-rays and raw testing data, concerning my past, present or future physical or mental 
condition to any representative of the law firm of 'Anderson, Julian & Hull, P. O. Box 7426, 
Boise, Idaho 83707-7426, by permitting their examination and by furnishing copies 
thereof, upon presentation of this Authorization and upon their request for such records, 
reports or information. With respect to behavioral health records, special permission is 
authorized for purpoSes of releasing substance abuse, psychiatric/mental health and/or HIV 
information. 
I further authorize any physician who has attended me at any time to consult with 
or discuss my past, present or future, medical condition and treatment with any member of 
the'law finn of Anderson, Julian & Hull. 'Anderson, Julian & HuH must, before they initiate 
conversations with any past treating physician or health provider, give notice to Claimant's 
counsel of their intent to so communicate. The Surety involved herein, Idaho State 
Insurance Fund, retains the right to communicate with any of Claimant's treating 
physicians in regard to Claimant's treatment and rehabilitation. 
, I further consent that a photocopy 6f this Authorization may be used in lieu of the 
original thereof. This Authorization shall be valid during the pendency of this claim or until 
revoked in writing 'by me. This Authorization shall expire upon settlement or judicial 
resolution of the pending worker's compensation case. 
You are hereby informed that this release is at my request and is in conjunction 
with a workers' compensation claim submitted by the undersigned before the Industrial 
Commission of the State of Idaho. You are further advised that this authorlzation shall be 
used in conjunction with this workers' compensation claim only. 
You are further requested and directed to forward a copy of said medical records, 
reports and/or information to James Clark, 10402 Railroad lane, Payette, Idaho 83661. 
You are further advised that payment for the obtaining of these records, reports and/or 
information shall be borne by the law firm of Anderson, Julian & Hull, and that the bilt for 
payment for submission of such records shall be submitted to said firm at P. O. Box 7426, 
Boise, Idaho 83707-7426. 
I understand that information used or disclosed pursuant to this Authorization may 
be subject to redisclosure by the recipient and no longer protected under HIPAA. It is 
further understood that the information obtained under this authorization by either party 
and their attorneys shall be regarded as confidential and mai ' as suc , hat such 
information, records and reports shall be used in njunction with ,the pending 
compensation case and for no other purpose. 
Date: j;-3 -V' Y 
AUTHORIZATION - 1 
10: BANK OF THE WEST 211 FAX No, 541 889 4 0 p, 0 j 5 
5T ATE OF IDAHO 
55. 
On this 3 day ofAUC?lif;T , 2009, before me, a Notary Public for 
said State, personally appeared JAMES CLARK, known or identified to me to be the person 
whose name is subscribed to the within and foregoing instrument, and acknowledged to 
me that 4-he voluntarily executed the same. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my official seal 
the day and year in this certificate first above written. 
Residing at 330 \N,~. ~daho 
My Commission ExpirB~J.1.5It..;;.'........,,-,,m""""'.1.Jl(I,L) ___ ~~ 
-
(SEAL) 
AUTHORIZATION = 2 
AU 
TO; 
1 0 ' '10 I"~ ,J. iHv~ BANK OF THE WEST 211 o 
AUTHORIZATION AND DIRECTION FOR RELEASE OF MEDICAL RECORDS 
P. 016 
Pursuant to HIPAA regulations 45 C.F.R, I 164.502 and 45 C.F.R. ' 164.508, I, 
JAMES CLARKI hereby authorizE! ani;! direct you to release any and all records, reports and 
information l and other documentation in your files, including but not limited to copies of 
any x-rays and raw testing data, concerning my past, present or future physical or mental 
condition to any representative of the law firm of Anderson l Julian & Hull, P. O. Box 7426, 
80ise, Idaho 83707-7426, by permitting their eXamination and by furnishing copies 
thereof, upon presentation of this Authorization and upon their request for such records, 
reports or information. With respect to behavioral health records, special permission is 
authorized for purposes of releasing substance abuse, psychiatric/mental health and/or HIV 
information. ' 
. I further authorize any physician who has, attended me at any time to consult with 
or discuss my past, present or future medical condition and treatment with any member' of 
the law firm of Anderson, Julian & Hull. Anderson, Julian & Hull must, before they initiate 
conversations with any past treating physician or health provider, give notice to Claimant's 
counsel of their intent to so communicate. The Surety involved herein, Idaho State 
Insurance Fund, retains the right to communicate with any of Claimant's treating 
physicians in regard to Claimant's treatment and rehabilitation. 
I further consent that a photooopy of this Authorization may be used in lieu of the 
original thereof. This Authorization ,shall be valid during the pendency of this claim or until 
revoked in writing by me. This Authorization shall expire upon settlement or judicial 
resolution of the pending worker's compensation case. 
You are hereby informed that this release is at my request and is in conjunction 
with a workers' compensation claim submitted by the undersigned before the Industrial 
Commission of the State of Idaho. You are further advised that this authorization shall be 
used in conjunction with this workers' compensation claim only. 
You are further requested and directed to forward a copy of said medical records, 
reports and/or information to James Clark, 10402 Railroad Lane, Payette, Idaho 83661. 
You are further advised that payment for the obtaining of these records, reports and/or 
information shall be borne by the law firm of Anderson, Julian & Hull, and that the bill for 
payment for submission of such records shall be submitted to said firm at P. O. Box 7426, 
Boise, Idaho 83707-7426. 
I understand that information used Of disclosed pursuant to this Authorization may 
be, subject to redisclosure by the recipient and no longer protected under H1PAA. It is 
further understood that the information obtained under this authorization by either party 
and their attorneys shall be regarded as confidential and maintai s such; that such 
information, records and reports shall be used i njunction w· A . e pending 
compensation case and for no other purpose. 
Date: tf'", {3 -t/ Y. 
AUTHORIZATION - 1 
BANK OF THE WEST 211 FAX No. 541 8 47~O P. 0 l7 
r:-- STATE OF IDAHO 
55. 
County ofWP6\-H NGToN 
On this 5 day of liu,blA5T' I 2009, before me, a Notary Public for 
said State, personally appeared JAMES CLARK, known or identified to me to be the person 
whose name ls subscribed to the within and foregoing instrument, and acknowledged to 
me that *he voluntarily executed the same. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my official seal 
the day and year In this certificate first above written. 
(SEAL) 
AUTHORIZATION - 2 
Residing at 330 W'=~TW~daho 




10:30 AM BANK OF THE WEST 211 P. 018 
AUTHORIZA TION AND DIRECTION FOR RELEASE OF MEDICAL RECORDS 
TO: 
Pursuant to HIPAA regulations 45 C.F.R. ' 164.502 and 46 C.F.R. I 164.508, I, 
JAMES CLARK, hereby authorize and direct you to release any and all records, reports and 
information, and other documentation in your files, including but not limited to copies of 
any x-rays and raw testing data, concttrning my past, present or future physical or mental 
condition to any representative of the law firm of Anderson, Julian & Hull, P. O. Box 7426, 
Boise, Idaho 83707-7426, by permitting their examination and by furnishing copies 
thereof, upon presentation of this Authorization and upon their request for such records, 
reports or information. With respect to behavioral health records, special permission is 
authorized for purposes of releasing substance abuse, psychiatric/mental health and/or HIV 
information. 
I further authorize any physician who has attended me at any time to consult with 
or discuss my past, present or future medical condition and treatment with any member of 
the law firm of Anderson, Julian & Hull. Anderson, Julian & Hull must, before they initiate 
conversations with any past treating physician or health provider, give notice to Claimant'S 
counsel of their intent to so communicate. The Surety involved herein, Idaho State 
Insurance FundI retains the right to communicate with any of Claimant's treating 
physicians in regard to Claimant's treatment and rehabilitation. 
I further consent that a photocopy of this Authorization may be used in lieu of the 
original thereof. This AuthoriZation shall be valid during the pendency of this claim or until 
revoked in writing by me. This Authorization shall expire upon settlement or judicial 
resolution of the pending worker's compensation case. 
You are hereby informed that this release is at my request and is in conjunction. 
with a workers' compensation claim submitted by the undersigned before the Industrial 
Commission of the State of Idaho. You are further advised that this authorization shall be 
used in conjunction with this workers' compensation claim only_ 
You are further requested and directed to forward a copy of said medical records, 
reports and/or information to James Clark, 10402 Railroad lane, Payette, Idaho 83661. 
You are further advised that payment for the obtaining of these records, reports and/or 
information shall be borne by the law firm of Anderson, Julian &. Hull, and that the bill for 
payment for SUbmission of such records shall be submitted to said firm at P. O. Box 7426, 
Boise, Idaho 83707-7426. 
I understand that information used or disclosed pursuant to this Authorization may 
be subject to redisclosure by the recipient and no longer protected under HIPAA. It is 
further understood that the information obtained under this authorization by either party 
and their attorneys shall be regarded as confidential and maintained as such; that such 
information, records and reports shall be used in c . ction . the pending 
compensation Case and for no other purpose. 
Date:---i«'---.....-.....;;B~-._cP""""""~ __ -".c-=-trvziai1~§~~~~--
AUTHORIZAT!ON - 1 
AU 10:30 AM BANK OF THE WEST 211 J n19 '. l. 
.~ STATE OF IDAHO 
ss. 
On this :3 day of'AU,6\JST I 2009, before met a Notary Public for 
saId State, personally appeared JAMES CLARK, known or identified to me to be the person 
whose name is subscribed to the within and foregoing instrument and acknowledged to 
me that *he voluntarily executed the same. 
IN WITNESS. WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my official seal 
the day and year in this certificate first above written . 
. - ....................... - .. 
Residing a~ y.,\ :Jl>~~ V\lB'!eJ<., Idaho 
My Commission Expires:....ll...l.ll5Lto.LL-L2=>o<O:+lD.... .....  ___ _ 
(SEAL) 
AUTHORIZATION - 2 
AUG/04/2009/TUE 10:30 AM BANK OF THE WEST 211 FAX No , 541 889 4730 
.... : bE n z 
~ •••• TI. OIN FOR RELEASE OF PROTECTED iiiliiie 
'¥\IJEY 
MEDICAL CENTER 








You must submit 
01.. A(lIDlSSlllO fonn 
! Di~tation reports 
i Physician orders 
~ Intake! outtake 
± Clinical. Test 
nderstand that: 
I may refuse to sign this authorization and that it is strictly voluntary. 
Labor/dolivexy sum. 
OB nursing a&sess 




My trl:l8ttne.nt, payment, enrollment or eligibility for benefits may not be conditioned on signing tb:!g authorlution. 
testing, HIV 
I may ",yoke thinuthorizatfon at any time in writing, but if I do, it will not have any affect on any actions takeI\ prior to receiving the 
revocation. Further details may be found in tbe Notice ofPrlvacy Practices. . 
If the requester or r&eeiver is not a heal1h plan or health CanI provider, the released fnfo~ation may nG longer be protected by federal 
privacy regulations and may be ~ectisclosed. . ' 
r understand that I may see and obtain a copy of the inf'ornmtion descnbcd on this form. for a reasonable copy fee. if I ask tor it. 
1 g~t a copy of this form after I sign it. . 
'es, describe: 
* 
BEFORE THE INDUSTRIAL CO~IMISSION OF THE STATE OF IDAHO 
JAMES W. CLARK, ) 
) 
Claimant, ) IC 2008-013505 
v. ) 
) 





F f LE 0 IDAHO STATE INSURANCE FUND, ) 
) AUG -·4 2009 Surety, ) 
Defendants. ) INeUST~IAl COMMISSION ) 
I hereby certify that on the --4'--- day of August, 2009, true and correct copies of 
CLA1MANT'S AMENDED COMPLAlNT (20 pages) FILED AUGUST 4, 2009, in the 
above matter, were served by regular United States Mail on the following: 
Rachael M. O'Bar 
P.O. Box 7426 
Boise, ID 83707 
cc: James W. Clark 
10402 Rail Road Lane 
Payette, ID 83661 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - 1 
INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION 
\ /) kf}tL~Ii~ 
Dena K. Burke 
Assistant Commission Secretary 
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